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IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn  
 
 
I. History and Overview of the Town 
 
The Town of Gilcrest is located in southwestern Weld County, on the U.S. Highway 85 corridor between 
Greeley and Denver. The average elevation of the town is 4751 feet above sea level, and it lies in an area 
of gently rolling plains.  
 
The Town traces its beginnings to the 
growth of the Union Pacific Railroad across 
Colorado. Taking advantage of a railroad 
siding, William F. Hines constructed a 
general store in 1905. The tiny community 
that formed around this store was first 
known as Nantes. 
 
William F. Gilcrest, an entrepreneur from 
Iowa, visited the site of Nantes and decided 
to establish a bank. Mr. Gilcrest, along with 
F.S. Miller, George Wack, and F.J. McCarth, 
established the Gilcrest Townsite Company. 
In 1906 the Gilcrest Townsite Company 
purchased the tract of land for the town from 
George and Walter Starbird. 
 
Town planning was begun, including a diamond shaped park and trees planted to make avenues and 
streets for the future community. In March of 1907 the original townsite map for the community, now 
called Gilcrest, was filed in Weld County. The community had a population of 70 at that time. A U.S. post 
office was opened in Gilcrest in May of 1907 and a train depot was built the following year. Gilcrest was 
incorporated as a statutory town in 1912. 
 
Among the early settlers to the Gilcrest Townsite were English, Scottish, Irish, Swedish, Japanese, 
German and Spanish. They were soon followed by Mexican families, some of whom immigrated to the 
area during the Mexican Revolution. 
 
Agriculture continued to be the focus of activity around Gilcrest. The town was first known as a “beet 
dump”, where sugar beets were brought by farmers for railroad transport to market. A great variety of 
garden vegetables went out of the Gilcrest area, primarily for consumers in Denver. By 1920 potatoes 
had become the main crop. Gilcrest claimed itself as “The Heart of The Early Potato District”. Even the 
high school mascot was known as the “Spuddigger”. 
 
Growth of the Town received a boost when Highway 85, paralleling the railroad tracks, was paved in 
1924. Produce could be more easily transported to the markets. The first Fire Protection District was 
formed in 1953 and a firehouse built in 1967. Valley High School opened in 1968 in Gilcrest and in 1975 
the elementary school was built.  
 
Population growth in Gilcrest maintained a fairly constant level from 1930 to 1970, and then there was a 
rapid period of growth following the construction of the Stockton Subdivision in the 1970’s. There were 
1,162 residents in Gilcrest in 2000, according to that year’s decennial Census. 
 
Although agriculture is still important to Gilcrest, the town serves mainly as a bedroom community, with 
workers finding jobs in Greeley, Ft. Collins, and Denver. Town officials and residents want to improve 
their standard of living and encourage growth, while maintaining the small town atmosphere that makes 
Gilcrest special. 
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II. Intent of Updating the Existing Comprehensive Plan 
 
The existing Comprehensive Plan was adopted in 1984. There have been many changes to Gilcrest and 
to the region in the past nineteen years. There is a need for re-examining the goals of the Town officials 
and citizens in light of these changes. For example, the 1984 Plan stated that there were no oil and gas 
facilities in Gilcrest. Today there are eight active wellheads and four storage tanks inside the Town limits, 
which put restrictions on how the land around these facilities can be developed. Additionally, the 
governing Comprehensive Plan focuses too much on “what is” in the Town, rather than “what do we want 
our community to be like in the future”.  
 
The purpose for updating the Comprehensive Plan is not only to articulate what the citizens want for their 
town, but also to provide some guidance on how to achieve their stated goals. The Comprehensive Plan 
is a guideline that provides the foundation upon which implementation tools can be promulgated so that 
day-to-day decisions can be made in a comprehensive manner. Over a period of time, these decisions 
will reflect consistency and continuity, and will assist the community in its actions toward producing quality 
growth in the Town of Gilcrest. 
 
It is intended that the Comprehensive Plan update process will serve two purposes: (1) provide a 
document that will serve as a guide for orderly growth, development and economic health of the Town; 
and (2) include Master Drainage, Transportation, Water, and Sewer Plans that will provide a framework 
from which capital improvement decisions can be made in order to accommodate anticipated growth. 
 
 
III. Legislative Authority to Update Comprehensive Plan 
 
The Colorado Revised Statues give the authority and responsibility to municipalities to “make and adopt a 
mater plan for the physical development of the municipality” (C.R.S. Sec. 31-23-206). The statute further 
states, “the plan shall be made with the general purpose of guiding and accomplishing a coordinated, 
adjusted, and harmonious development of the municipality and its environs which will, in accordance with 
present and future needs, best promote health, safety, order, convenience, prosperity, and general 
welfare” (C.R.S. Sec. 31-23-2-07). Section 2-162(1) of the Gilcrest Municipal Code delegates to the 
Planning Commission the authority to “prepare and maintain, subject to periodic revision as necessary, a 
Master Plan as described by state statutes”.  
 
 
IV. Project Methodology and Citizen Participation 
 
This Comprehensive Plan incorporates community input, intergovernmental cooperation, surveys and 
detailed engineering. The Plan went through a formal public hearing process, and was reviewed by the 
Planning Commission. The Town Board of Trustees formally adopted the Plan on January 22, 2004, 
during their regularly scheduled public hearing after having gone through a detailed final review process. 
This formal, public process for all revisions and amendments afforded the opportunity for all citizens to 
have input into formation of the Plan and to develop support for its goals and policies. 
 
 

Telephone Survey 
 
In an effort to identify community interests, a telephone survey of Gilcrest residents was performed by 
the Colorado State University Cooperative Extension and the Colorado Department of Local Affairs 
Technical Assistance Program. A copy of this survey is available at the Town Hall. 
 
The survey was conducted in April, 2003. Of the 357 households in Gilcrest, 189 responded, a 
response rate of 53%. This high rate of response provides a good representation of the town’s 
population. 
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This survey included 15 questions, which were reviewed by Gilcrest staff and by Modus 
Management. The questions were broken down as follows: 
 

• Two questions gathered information on the demographic characteristics of the 
households that responded. 

• One question asked for people’s opinions on the Town’s present quality of life. 
• Three questions gathered information on resident’s hopes for Gilcrest’s future quality 

of life. 
• Three questions asked about various aspects of growth in and around Gilcrest. 
• Six questions gathered people’s opinions on Town government services, both current 

and future wishes. 
 

Fifty three percent (53%) of the respondents rated the Overall Quality of Life in Gilcrest as “good” and 
41% said that it is “average”. Only 6% said that it is “poor”. Those who chose “good” were also more 
likely to be satisfied with the quality of existing Town services. However, future planning should 
include more emphasis on services for seniors, since households with at least one person over age 
65 were three times more likely to rate Gilcrest’s quality of life as “poor”. 

 
 

Demographics 
 
Nearly half of those responding to the survey were between the ages of 41 and 65 (47%). The 
next largest group of respondents were between the ages of 25 and 41 (33%); 14% of the 
respondents were over age 65; and only 7% were between the ages of 18 and 24. As the survey 
summary points out, these numbers are not an accurate representation of the population of 
Gilcrest as shown by the following table (Table 1): 
 
 

Table 1: Age of Survey Respondents as compared to total Population 
 
Age Group % of Gilcrest Population 

(2000 US Census) 
% Responding to Survey 

20 – 24 years* 6% 7% 
25 – 44 years** 31% 33% 
45 – 64 years 17% 47% 
Over 65 years 6% 14% 

*the survey used the age group 18  - 24 years, but the Census uses 20 – 24 years 
**the survey used the age group 25 - 41years, but the Census uses 25 -44 years 
 
 

Impact of Oil Industry Facilities 
 
Forty five percent (45%) of the respondents said that they thought the facilities had an impact; 
however it is interesting to note that of these respondents 46% considered the impact positive. 
This may be tied to economic factors such as income to surface owners, jobs, etc. The 
respondents who saw an impact from the facilities also favored reasonable growth for Gilcrest 
and improved internal community relations while those who did not see an impact favored 
keeping a small town atmosphere. 
 
 

Responses to Open-ended Questions 
 
Respondents were asked if they have any other suggestions on what could be done to improve 
services to citizens in Gilcrest. Nearly 20% of these had the same theme – better communication 
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between town government and the people, including getting more people involved. The second 
most occurring response, at 13%, was “pave the streets”. 
 
 

Priorities for the Future 
 
Generally, the respondents want to see reasonable growth for Gilcrest while maintaining a small-
town atmosphere and an identity that is separate from other nearby towns. In an effort to achieve 
this goal, recommendations have been included that Gilcrest enter into intergovernmental 
agreements with LaSalle and Platteville regarding future development to help maintain this 
separate identity. One-half of survey respondents said that they would like to see the town annex 
the industrial area on the east side of Highway 85. Street improvements and public safety 
improvements were ranked first in importance of future activities by the Town government. 
However, it should be noted that, of nine potential Town government activities over the next five 
years, the ones with highest priority were paving streets, streetlights, more retail businesses, a 
teen center, and a senior meals program. 

 
 

Steering Committee and Public Meetings 
 

A Steering Committee was formed with representatives of the Planning Commission, the Town Board 
of Trustees, local business owners and other concerned citizens. Public meetings open to the entire 
community were held to gather additional input on the progress of our project. The issues discussed 
at these meetings included: 
 

• January 13, 2003 – A joint Planning Commission/Board of Trustees visioning 
meeting. Of particular interest were developing impact fees, finding funding for paving 
streets, handling the drainage and infrastructure issues, and air quality. 
 

• March 10, 2003 – The consultants and the CSU staff had an initial meeting with the 
Steering Committee to identify issues for the telephone survey. 
 

• May 22, 2003 – After receipt of the summary of the telephone survey, another 
Steering Committee meeting was held. The consultants discussed the existing 
conditions reports for land use, water, wastewater, drainage and transportation. The 
major topic of discussion was the approved CDOT Highway 85 Corridor Plan and 
how the Town would be impacted by changes in the access onto the highway. The 
Steering Committee members also got a better understanding of infrastructure 
needed to support future development. 
 

• July 9 2003 – At the first Community Meeting, the consulting team received additional 
input from community members on Highway 85 access issues. More community 
members were able to view the existing conditions maps and discuss future siting of 
regional drainage facilities and wastewater facilities. 
 

• August 2, 2003 – Existing conditions maps were displayed and discussed with the 
community members at a community-sponsored function called Gilcrest Daze.  
 

• September 17, 2003 - The second Community Meeting was held, and the first draft of 
the Comprehensive Plan was reviewed. Goals, objectives and policies for all of the 
various elements of the Plan were discussed. Provision of services to new 
developments was a major concern of the participants. 
 

• September 24, 2003 – Members of the Steering Committee, the Board of Trustees, 
and the general public met with representatives of CDOT to discuss transportation 
issues. 
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V. Relationship to the Weld County Comprehensive Plan 
 
Weld County’s Comprehensive Plan encourages coordination between the County, the participating 
municipality and the individual landowner to determine urban growth boundaries and uses within these 
areas. Efficient development in the area surrounding municipalities requires this type of coordination, 
which is achieved by three methods: the three-mile referral, intergovernmental urban growth boundary 
agreements, and the standard one-half mile urban growth boundary. When growth at the 
municipality/County level is not coordinated, problems can occur – with incompatible adjacent land uses 
being the most obvious.  
 
 

Urban Services and the Growth Area Boundary 
 
The goals of efficient and orderly land development and the conservation of agricultural land suggest 
that urban-type development should take place in or adjacent to existing municipalities or where 
adequate infrastructure is currently available or reasonably obtainable. Urban development adjacent 
to municipalities is appropriate only if urban services can be extended to serve the area. 
 
The intergovernmental urban growth boundary agreement is a tool for coordinating development at 
the municipality/County interface. The individual landowners of property within the urban growth 
boundaries should be notified of any negotiations and consideration of intergovernmental urban 
growth boundary agreements. The Weld County Board of County Commissioners has requested that 
municipalities establish their own growth areas based on the following criteria: 
 

1. Growth should pay for itself, in terms of initial costs and, in the long range, through good 
design and functional efficiency. 

2. Annexation patterns should directly correlate with municipal service areas. 
3. When a municipality and the County enter into an urban growth boundary agreement, the 

County agrees to consider the municipality’s vision for future development in the area. 
Likewise, the municipality agrees to limit its expansion to the defined areas where it plans to 
provide municipal services. It is understood that urban growth is an ongoing process and 
urban growth boundary agreements will be subject to revision as needed. 

 
In the absence of an urban growth boundary agreement, the County recognizes a standard urban 
growth boundary. This is a one-half mile perimeter from the existing public sanitary sewer facilities. 
Inside the municipal service area boundary, urban-type uses and services are planned and 
annexation is encouraged.  
 
Given Gilcrest’s current situation with public water and sewer facilities, the Town cannot, as of the 
time of this writing, enter into such an agreement with Weld County beyond the standard one-half 
mile boundary. Through this Comprehensive Plan update process, the Town is working on its plan to 
upgrade the water and sewer facilities in order to service a greater area. Accordingly, the Town has 
drafted a Future Land Use Plan that extends beyond the standard one-half mile Coordinated Planning 
Agreement boundaries, with the intention of extending the boundaries of that agreement once the 
water and sewer facilities are upgraded. 
 
 
Access to and from U.S. Highway 85 
 
The Weld County Comprehensive Plan addresses the U.S. Highway 85 Corridor Study done by the 
Colorado Department of Transportation. Also, the Upper Front Range Regional Planning Commission 
has recommended the implementation of an Access Management Plan. Gilcrest’s future 
transportation plans must be made in accordance with these documents. 
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Oil and Gas Development 
 
Oil and gas development is an integral part of the regional economy in this area, and has a 
substantial direct and indirect impact on current and future land use. Oil and gas exploration and 
development has caused extensive drilling activities in the County. These drilling activities have 
occurred both within the Town of Gilcrest’s Town limits and within the Town’s Planning Area. The 
Comprehensive Plan recognizes the impact of the Oil and Gas Industry on the Town’s quality of life 
and future land use opportunities, and has a number of goals and objectives that have been 
incorporated herein. 

 
 
VI. Profile of General Demographic Characteristics  

(from the 2000 US Census) 
 

Race 
White 43.4% 
Hispanic or Latino 54.9% 
Black or African American 0.3% 
American Indian 1.7% 
Asian 0.1% 

 
Education 

High school graduate or 
higher 

61.9% 

Bachelor’s degree or higher 5.5% 
 

Gender 
Male 52.2% 
Female 47.8% 

 
Population 

Total Population 1,162 
 

Economic Characteristics 
Median family income $45,750 
Per capita income $12,862 

 
 
VII. Population Growth 
 
Population growth in Gilcrest has been slow. When initially incorporated in 1907, the Town had a total of 
70 residents. After an initial period of growth, Gilcrest’s population maintained a fairly constant level, 
averaging around 370 persons from 1930 to 1970. There was a period of rapid growth following the 
approval of the Stockton Subdivision in 1971. By 1980, population in Gilcrest had grown to 1,025 
persons, an increase of 168% from 1970.  
 
In the 2000 Census, there were 1,162 people in Gilcrest. See Table 2 for population changes over time.  
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Estimating Growth Since 2000 
 
Building permits since 2000 can be a good indication of population through the end of 2002. From 
January 2000 through December 2002 a total of 12 new residential building permits were issued in 
Gilcrest. If those twelve permits are multiplied by the average number of persons per household in 
Gilcrest (3.53 in the 2000 Census), it can be estimated that the population in Gilcrest at the end of 
2002 was 1,204.  
 
 
2003 
 
An application was approved this year for annexation of 47 acres for residential development. The 
first phase of this development will add thirty-nine new residences to Gilcrest, with a future build-out 
of 111 additional new homes. Applying the average number of persons per household, the full build-
out of this proposed development would likely bring roughly 430 people to the Town. 
 
 
Growth Projections 
 
It is difficult to predict the future growth of any small town that finds itself in circumstances such as 
those the Town of Gilcrest finds itself in today. Growth projections are largely based in part on past 
growth patterns within the municipality, and in part on current growth pressures, both in town and in 
immediately adjacent areas, such as the County or other nearby municipalities. In Gilcrest’s case, 
however, neither marker is very descriptive of the changes the Town should be preparing for.  
 
While the Town has not grown appreciably since the 1970s, and adjacent growth pressures have not 
yet been felt close enough to Town to cause significant concern, a detailed look toward the future for 
this part of the Colorado Front Range reveals certain eventualities that must be considered now, not 
later, if the Town is to be ready to capitalize on new growth, and shape it the way it wants to, rather 
than be swallowed up and absorbed by it. 
 
 
Table 2: Population Change, Town of Gilcrest, CO: 1940 – 2002  
 

Year Total Population Percent Change 
1940 352  
1950 429 +21.8% 
1960 357 -16.8% 
1970 382 + 7.0% 
1980 1,025 +168% 
1990 1,084 +0.9% 
2000 1,162 +0.9% 
2002 (estimated) 1,204 + 3.5% 

 
 
Gilcrest lies along US 85, just to the north of the northern boundary of the current Denver 
metropolitan area, and just south of the City of Greeley’s metropolitan influence. Both of these 
metropolitan areas continue to grow and expand, as does Highway 85, the major transportation 
corridor that connects them. As development within these metropolitan areas continues, development 
at their fringes becomes more and more attractive. People want to move away from the more dense 
urban centers to live a more “rural” life style. Over time, these fringe developments themselves age 
and densify, pushing more development away from the center. Eventually, these developments find 
their way into the rural marketplace, and most quickly do so along the major transportation corridors. 
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Therefore, population projections can only account for so much. They are not a crystal ball, and 
should be re-evaluated every few years. Given the circumstances described above, this 
Comprehensive Plan looks only as far as 2010 to project the future population of the Town, and must 
continue to be updated regularly, taking into account new developments (both local and adjacent) 
unforeseen at the time of this writing.  
 
There are several techniques that can be used to estimate future populations, each with their 
strengths and weaknesses. What follows is a discussion of two such techniques, the Percent of 
County Population method, and the Cohort Survival and Fertility Rate method. 
 
 
Population As Percent of County Population 

 
One way to estimate the Town of Gilcrest’s future population is to compare its population to that 
of Weld County. According to 2000 U.S. Census counts, the Town’s population that year 
represented 0.623% of the total 2000 population of Weld County. If it is assumed that Gilcrest’s 
population will continue to represent the same percentage of the County’s population in the 
future, then the Town’s future population can be estimated using Census Bureau projections of 
Weld County’s population.  
 
According to U.S. Census projections, Weld County’s 2010 population is expected to be about 
253,667 people (up from 183,625 in 2000). Therefore, if Gilcrest maintains 0.623% of Weld 
County’s population, the 2010 population of Gilcrest can be estimated at 1,580 residents 
(253,667 * 0.623 = 1,580). 
 
However, this population estimate seems exceptionally high for the Town of Gilcrest in this short 
period of time. While the Town itself should be expected to grow as its parent County grows, 
there are currently no external drivers of growth (such as a new shopping mall or large industrial 
plant) in or near Gilcrest, nor any planned in the near future. Further, Gilcrest is not prepared to 
service such growth in the near future, which will deter development for some time (until such 
time that pressures are great enough to offset the costs of privately funded infrastructure 
improvements). For these reasons, it is not very realistic to expect the Town of Gilcrest to grow at 
such a high rate over the next seven to ten years. 
 
Another way to project population growth or decline is to use the “Cohort Survival and Fertility 
Rate” method. This method employs mathematical equations, based on statistical data, to 
estimate future population numbers based on the survival and fertility rates of current age groups 
represented in town.  
 
 

Survival/Fertility Rates 
 
The Cohort Survival and Fertility Rate method provides a more realistic way to estimate 
population change in places like the Town of Gilcrest. This method looks at individual residents 
and their statistical likelihood to contribute to or reduce the Town’s population over time. For 
example, 20 year olds are statistically much more likely to survive the next ten years of their lives 
than are 80 year olds. Accordingly, the multiplier for 20 year olds (the 20-24 age group) is much 
higher than the multiplier for 80-year-olds (the 75+ age group). To illustrate, the following table 
(Table 3) presents the Town of Gilcrest’s projected 2010 population arrived at via the Cohort 
Survival Method. 
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Table 3: 2010 Population Estimate, Town of Gilcrest – Cohort Survival Method 

 
Age Group 2000 Census 

Count 
Survival Rates Projected 2010 

Population 
Age Group 
(2010) 

0-4 88 0.99268 87 10-14 
5-9 122 0.99383 121 15-19 

10-14 113 0.99033 112 20-24 
15-19 148 0.98705 146 25-29 
20-24 67 0.98505 66 30-34 
25-34 154 0.97725 151 35-44 
35-44 208 0.94767 197 45-54 
45-54 124 0.88172 109 55-64 
55-59 35 0.79798 28 65-69 
60-64 38 0.71488 27 70-74 
65-74 44 0.52420 23 75-84 
75+ 21 0.19926 4 85+ 

Total 1162  1071  
 
But this is only half the story. Births account for changes in population, as well as deaths. In order 
to account for the two age groups not estimated in the Cohort Survival method (0-4 years and 5-9 
years), statistical fertility rates are applied. To estimate the 2010 population of 0-4 year olds, the 
total population of people aged 5-39 is multiplied by a Fertility Rate of 0.20472. Similarly, the 
population estimate for the 5-9 year age group is arrived at by multiplying the total population of 
people aged 10-44 by a Fertility Rate of 0.20323. See Table 4 below: 
 
 

Table 4: 2010 Population Estimate of 0-9 year olds via Fertility Rates 
 

 
Age Group 

 
2000 Census 
Count 

 
Fertility Rates 

 
Projected 
2010 
Population 

 
Age Group 

5-39 601 0.20472 123 0-4 
10-44 690 0.20323 140 5-9 
Total   263  

 
To get the total 2010 population estimate, the total estimate from the Cohort Survival Method 
(Table 2) is added to the total estimate of 0-9 year olds (Table 3). This yields a total estimated 
2010 population for the Town of Gilcrest of 1,334 residents.  
 
These estimates are based solely on statistical projections of births and deaths of current 
residents, and do not account for changes in population that result from in-migration and out-
migration. Yet, given the limited number of development currently under review in the Town, this 
population projection seems much more realistic than the previous method. The Cohort Survival 
and Fertility Rate Method suggests a population growth of about 130 people over the next seven 
years, which is far more in line with Gilcrest’s population growth over the last few decades, since 
1980.  
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The graph below (Figure 1) compares the 2010 population estimate to past population counts. 
The graph shows continued steady population growth through the year 2010. 
 

Figure 1: Gilcrest Population 1940-2010 (projected)
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Conclusions of Population Projections 
 
Based on the above population projections, the population of the Town of Gilcrest should be expected 
to reach at least 1,334 residents by 2010, an increase of roughly 130 residents over current 
population estimates. Interestingly, this fits neatly into the plans of the current development project 
under review in the Town. According to a development plan currently under review, roughly 39 new 
residential units are planned to be built in the first phase of this project. If the “average” Gilcrest family 
– with 3.53 family members – occupies each new residential unit, and all currently occupied 
residential units remain occupied, this development alone will bring Gilcrest’s population to 1,342 
residents. 

 
 
VIII. Organization of the Comprehensive Plan 
 
The Gilcrest Comprehensive Plan includes seven (7) Elements: 
 

• Land Use 
• Economic Development  
• Transportation  
• Infrastructure  
• Public Facilities and Services  
• Oil and Gas 
•  Implementation Workbook. 

 
The Land Use Element designates the location for future development of land uses including 
agricultural, residential, commercial, industrial, recreational uses, and public facilities.  
 
The Economic Development Element looks at the economy of Gilcrest and sets a plan for the future 
economic viability of the Town.  
 
The Transportation Element looks at the traffic and road situation of the Town and how they relate to 
state highways and county roads external to the Town limits and makes recommendations for 
transportation and roadway improvements.  
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The Infrastructure Element establishes the needs of the Town and provides a guide for meeting the 
future needs for water, wastewater, drainage, and other public utilities.  
 
The Public Facilities and Services Element addresses schools, parks and open space, recreational 
facilities and other community services. 
 
The Oil and Gas Element discusses the natural mineral exploration and extraction industry, and its 
effects on the Town – both from an infrastructure and services point of view as well as a quality of life 
point of view. 
 
Using the recently developed Model Land Use Code as a guide, the Implementation Workbook will be a 
tool for the staff and for Planning Commission and the Board of Trustees to evaluate applications for 
development in relation to the stated goals of this Comprehensive Plan. 
 
Each Element includes the following: 
 

• Introduction 
• Existing Conditions Report and issues identified through this process 
• Goals, Objectives, and policies 
• Resources for Implementation 

 
Goals, Objectives, Policies, and Resources are defined as: 

 
Goals – a statement of the desired future condition. 
 
Objectives – a specific guideline for achieving the desired goals. Objectives are 

recommendations that, if followed, bring the plan to action and help to 
accomplish the goals and objectives. 

 
Policies – more specific action items that are designed to accomplish each stated 

Objective. 
 
Resources for implementation – identify the programs and entities to assist the Town in 

implementing the objectives and policies.  
 
 
IX. Amendments to the Comprehensive Plan.  
 
A Comprehensive Plan is a fluid document, intended to be regularly reviewed and updated with changing 
conditions in the community and in the region. It is recommended that a Comprehensive Plan be updated 
at least every five years. It is anticipated that the Highway 85 corridor will experience exceptional growth 
in the next ten to twenty years, especially with the completion of E-470 bringing Denver and Greeley 
closer together. The impact of this growth can be detrimental to Gilcrest if the Town does not have a clear 
understanding of the anticipated changes and is not prepared to take full advantage of development. 
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X. Sources for Data Collection  
 
1984 Gilcrest Comprehensive Plan 
 
Gilcrest Municipal Code 
 
Master Street and Drainage Report, Engineering Professionals, Inc. 1988 
 
Town of Gilcrest Colorado Standards and Specifications for the Design and Construction of Public 

Improvements, 1995 
 
Weld County Comprehensive Plan 
 
United States Census 
 
Colorado Department of Local Affairs 
 
Colorado Department of Transportation, US 85 Corridor Access Control Plan 
 
Greeley/Weld County Economic Development Action Partnership 
 
Upper Front Range 2020 Regional Transportation Plan 
 
Urban Drainage and Flood Control District Criteria Manual, Vols I, II, and III, Urban Drainage and Flood 

Control District, 2002 
 
Colorado Urban Hydrograph Procedure, Urban Drainage and Flood Control District, 2001 
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LLaanndd  UUssee  EElleemmeenntt  
 
 
The Land Use Element illustrates the Town’s vision of future development based upon existing and 
projected physical, socio-economic and man-made features located in the existing Town limits as well as 
in the surrounding area. The Land Use Element also serves as the guide for the use and implementation 
of the Town’s Zoning Regulations, Official Zoning Map and Subdivision Regulations.  
 
The adopted land use objectives, land use plan map and implementation guidelines will assist the Gilcrest 
Planning Commission and Board of Trustees in reviewing development proposals and rezoning requests, 
and in establishing standards for land uses relative to Town growth. The purpose of the Land Use 
Element is to guide Town decision-making which: 
 

• Identifies the general types, locations and pattern of land uses desired within the town’s 
current Urban Growth Boundary; 

• Establishes guidelines for various land uses; 
• Identifies courses of action and strategies that provide the means to implement the Land 

Use Element. 
 
Exhibits: Existing Land Use and Existing Zoning Map 
 Future Land Use Map 
 
 
I. Current Zoning and Existing Land Use Setting 
 
The existing land use pattern in the Town of Gilcrest grew out of the traditional coordinate system and 
developed along the north-south railroad and US 85 corridors. The Town core is located primarily 
between Eleventh Street and Fourth Street within six blocks to the west of US 85. Most of the commercial 
uses and older homes exist within this area and extend along the highway corridor. More suburban 
patterns exist north of Eleventh Street. 
 
Within Gilcrest’s Town Limits there are currently 448 acres of zoned property. The Town’s Urban Growth 
Area, however, contains approximately 1,906 acres of land and the Future Planning Area has an 
additional 2,541 acres. If Gilcrest were to develop all available land within the Urban Growth Area at the 
allowable maximum densities, it would have the potential of adding 4,392 new households to the Town. 
Although this is not likely to occur in the near future due to physical and economic constraints, it is 
important to plan where and how future growth will occur. 
 
 

Agricultural Land Use 
 
There are currently 110 acres of agricultural property within the Town Limits, located mainly to the 
west of Starbird Street between Eleventh Street and Fourth Street. Outside of Town Limits, 
agricultural property dominates the landscape with approximately 2,200 acres in use within the Urban 
Growth Area.  
 
 
Residential Land Use 
 
Residential property in Gilcrest is primarily concentrated within the Town limits. The total land in 
Gilcrest currently allowing residential use is 225 acres, nearly 50% of developable land within Town 
limits.  
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Low density residential, as currently defined in the zoning regulations, allows a maximum density of 
5.8 dwelling units per acre. This land use is located in the newer subdivisions at the north end of 
Gilcrest. Medium density residential, with a maximum density allowed in the zoning code of 8.7 
dwellings per acre, is located between 11th Street and 4th Street. While there is zoning for multifamily 
dwelling units (R-3, High Density Residential), there are no apartment buildings and the only existing 
multi-family dwellings are eight townhouses located on 6th Street. 
 
 
Commercial Land Use 
 
Commercial development in Gilcrest is located primarily within the Town Core adjacent to US 85 and 
on Main Street. However, there are several smaller areas of commercially zoned land. One 
commercial area is completely surrounded by medium density residential land between Tenth and 
Ninth Streets and between Birch and Vine Streets. Another is located on the southwest side of the 
ballfields. There are approximately 38 acres of commercially zoned property.  Vacant commercially 
zoned land is located on both the US 85 corridor and on Main Street.   
 
 
Industrial Land Use 
 
Property currently zoned industrial within the Town of Gilcrest is primarily situated at the southwest 
corner of town and is undeveloped. The wastewater treatment ponds at the northeast end of town are 
also zoned for industrial use. These industrial parcels account for approximately 91.1 acres, or 20% 
of zoned property within the Town limits. The light industrial area on the east side of Highway 85 is 
not within the Town of Gilcrest, but is located within the Urban Growth Area. 
 
 
Public/Semi-Public Land Use 
 
Public/semi-public land within the Town of Gilcrest includes the Gilcrest Town Hall on Eighth Street, 
the Gilcrest Fire Station, which is on Main Street just west of Birch Street, and the Post Office, which 
is located at the corner of Main Street and Birch Street. 
 
Public/semi-public land also includes the Gilcrest Elementary School located on Birch Street between 
Eleventh and Twelfth Streets, the regional Valley High School (serving Gilcrest, Platteville and 
LaSalle) located on Birch Street south of the elementary school, a school district pool and gymnasium 
at Eighth Street and Railroad Street, an athletic stadium at the intersection of County Road 42 and 
County Road 31, and the School District administration building on County Road 42 and Birch Street. 
Weld Country RE -1 School District land within the Town of Gilcrest encompasses 60.3 acres, or 
13.4% of zoned property within the Town limits.  
 
 
Park and Recreation Land Use 
 
There are approximately 7.75 acres of parks available within the Town Limits, including the Gilcrest 
Municipal Park and the ball fields. This is 1.7% of the zoned property within the Town limits. 
Additionally, the 22-acre high school stadium (mentioned above under public/semi-public land use) is 
within the Gilcrest town limits. Further information on park and recreation facilities in Gilcrest is 
provided in the section addressing the Public Facilities and Services Element. 
 
 
Vacant Land 
 
There are currently approximately 10 acres of vacant property within the Town of Gilcrest, both 
residential and commercially zoned.  The Town recently annexed 43.67 acres between County Road 
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42 and Twelfth Street that has been rezoned to R-1 and will be developed in phases, with a total 
build-out of 150 homes.   
 
 

II. Future Land Use 
 
The Future Land Use Map shows broad land use types for areas within the existing Town limits, the 
Urban Growth Area, and within the Future Planning Area. The use of the Future Land Use Map will direct 
future growth and development in an orderly fashion. It is the intent of the Future Land Use Map to guide 
the Town in decision-making so that the goals, objectives and policies of the Comprehensive Plan can be 
achieved. 
 
The land use districts found on the Future Land Use Map reflect the desires of the citizens of Gilcrest to 
see reasonable growth for their Town while maintaining a small-town atmosphere and an identity that is 
separate from other nearby towns. Major land uses on the Future Land Use Map include residential, 
commercial, and industrial; also shown are parks, schools, and civic uses.  
 
The Future Land Use Plan is intended to encourage development at densities compatible with existing 
uses, and to concentrate commercial and industrial development in areas that would be beneficial to the 
Town. Additionally, development of infill properties is encouraged, as well as redevelopment of 
incompatible commercial and industrial uses. 
 
A distinction must be made between the Future Planning Area and the Urban Growth Area. The Future 
Planning Area, which is the total area depicted on the Future Land Use Map, encompasses all the land 
foreseen by this Comprehensive Plan to be within the path of Gilcrest’s future growth. Future land uses 
are described within the Planning Area, and municipal utilities improvements should be planned and built 
to be able to service, at least at some time in the future, all the uses within the Planning Area.  
 
The Urban Growth Area, on the other hand, is that area within the dotted red line on the Future Land Use 
Map. This land area is determined by intergovernmental agreement, and is based on the Town’s current 
ability to provide municipal water and sewer services. The intergovernmental agreement is a legal 
document intended to coordinate development at the municipality/County interface. The agreement 
basically states that the County will not review or approve any development proposal made on 
unincorporated land that lies within the Town’s Urban Growth Area until the Town has had reasonable 
opportunity to annex the land and review the development proposal with regard to its own Town 
Development Codes.  
 
In the absence of an urban growth boundary agreement, the County recognizes a standard urban growth 
boundary. This is a one-half mile perimeter from the existing public sanitary sewer facilities. Inside the 
municipal service area boundary, urban-type uses and services are planned and annexation is 
encouraged.  
 
Given Gilcrest’s current situation with public water and sewer facilities, the Town cannot, as of the time of 
this writing, enter into such an agreement with Weld County beyond the standard one-half mile boundary. 
Through this Comprehensive Plan update process, the Town is working on its plan to upgrade the water 
and sewer facilities in order to service a greater area. Accordingly, the Town has drafted a Future Land 
Use Plan that extends beyond the standard one-half mile Coordinated Planning Agreement boundaries, 
with the intention of extending the boundaries of that agreement once the water and sewer facilities are 
upgraded. 
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Future Residential Land Use 
 
Future Residential Land Use is divided into four categories, representing different densities: 

• Agriculture/Large Lot Residential,  
• Low Density Residential,  
• Medium Density Residential, and  
• High Density Residential.  

 
 
Agriculture/Large Lot Residential 
 

This residential category is proposed to continue the agricultural uses already in existence and to 
provide for future residential development that will be compatible with the agricultural uses. This 
category allows densities of up to one dwelling unit per five acres, and will continue to permit 
agricultural uses currently found in the Municipal Code. The Agriculture/Large Lot Residential 
areas are shown on the Future Land Use Map completely surrounding the existing and proposed 
higher density residential and non-residential uses. The intent is to achieve the goal of 
establishing a clear boundary around the Town and to protect the agricultural lands from 
intrusions of more intense development.  

 
 
Low Density Residential 
 

To provide for a transition between Agriculture/Large Lot Residential and Medium Density 
Residential (which is described below), the Low Density Residential designation will allow 
development of one dwelling unit per acre. The Future Land Use Map proposes Low Density 
Residential development to the west of existing development, where future growth is likely to 
occur. Additional low density residential development may also be considered in the agricultural 
areas to the north of the current Town limits, but it is not included in the Future Land Use Map at 
this time. 

 
 
Medium Density Residential 
 

The Medium Density Residential category is intended to provide densities comparable to those 
found in the newer existing subdivisions, and to act as a buffer between low density residential 
and high density residential and associated commercial development. This category allows 
densities of up to 6 dwelling units per acre for single family residences and eleven dwelling units 
per acre for two-family dwellings (as per the existing zoning classification). The Medium Density 
Residential areas are shown on the Land Use Map at the location of existing subdivisions of 
comparable densities and also to the north of the current Town limits, adjacent to the school 
district stadium. 
 
 

High Density Residential 
 

The Future Land Use Map concentrates high density residential uses within the existing Town 
limits near the downtown core. High Density Residential is also proposed adjacent to the 
proposed commercial development at the intersection of US 85 and CR 42. Densities in this 
category may be as high as 18 dwelling units per acre and include townhouses, condominiums 
and apartments. Mobile homes also fit into this category. Although commercial development is 
envisioned on the US 85 corridor and in the proposed Railroad Street/Main Street downtown 
planning district, commercial uses serving small, local neighborhood needs are also 
contemplated in the High Density Residential zone district. 
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Future Commercial Land Use 
 
Future commercial development should be focused at the intersection of CR 42 and US 85, with 
Railroad Street and Main Street being designated a mixed commercial/residential downtown core. 
Smaller commercial uses serving local neighborhood needs should be permitted in the High Density 
Residential areas.  
 
The US 85 Corridor Access Control Plan  proposes to signalize both the CR 42/US 85 and the Elm 
Street/US 85 intersections. A higher priority is being placed on the CR 42 intersection, due to the fact 
that the school district has designated CR 42 as the approved school bus route and the fire 
department is planning to build their new facility on this street. Once the wastewater treatment plant is 
removed and the site cleaned, the CR42/US 85 intersection will be a prime location for new 
commercial development. 
 
With the future completion of Two Rivers Parkway and continued development in the Milliken area, it 
is anticipated that traffic counts on SH 60 will also be quite high. Therefore, the Future Land Use Map 
plans for a small commercial area at the intersection of CR 42 and SH 60 as well. 
 
It is intended that Railroad Street and Main Street be designated the downtown core, allowing a 
mixture of commercial and residential uses. Pedestrian-oriented commercial uses should be 
encouraged within this downtown core, with design standards to promote the small-town, historic 
character of the area. Examples of this category of land use are banks, small retail establishments, 
small professional offices, studios for professional work, and other low intensity commercial uses. 
 
 
Future Industrial Land Use 
 
Lands reserved for industrial uses are located within current Town limits at the intersection of CR 40 
and US 85; and outside the current Town boundaries, east of US 85 between CR 31 and CR 40. The 
Town should encourage the annexation of this land area, in order to assert control over its future 
development. Both light and heavy industrial land uses are contemplated in these two districts, 
however development must consider the impact on surrounding residential and commercial land uses 
where appropriate. Industrial uses must be adequately buffered from adjacent non-industrial uses. 
The Future Land Use Map envisions residential transitioning from high to medium to low density as 
the Town develops to the west of the existing homes. Any industrial uses on the west side of US 85 
should be minimized and located only along the highway frontage as shown on the Future Land Use 
Map. Proper site planning principles, including landscaping, parking, placement and screening of 
loading docks, and building orientation, must be utilized to enhance the image of the area. Gilcrest 
should consider areas east of US 85 for larger industrial parks and for development of heavy 
industrial uses. 
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III. Land Use Action Plan 
 

Overall Land Use Goals, Objectives, and Policies: 
 

The citizens of Gilcrest have overwhelmingly stated that they wish to preserve the small town 
atmosphere and establish a clear boundary around their Town to maintain a separate identity. 
Maintaining the rich rural heritage of Gilcrest while improving the agricultural health of the community 
will help achieve these goals. Industrial uses should be located in an area where agricultural and 
residential uses will not be impacted. While the Town must continue to grow to be able to provide a 
safe and secure living and working environment, new development must be regulated so as not to 
have a negative impact on the existing residents, nor produce additional service and utility 
requirements that cannot be met. Additionally, there is a large amount of undeveloped residential and 
commercial land within the current Town limits. In order to preserve agricultural land and minimize 
impacts on Town services, new development should be encouraged to occur within the Town limits, 
before considering annexation of new land into the Town. 

 
 

Goal #1: Maintain Gilcrest’s identity and rural small-town 
atmosphere. 

 
Objective: Establish a clear boundary around the Town 
 

Policy 1.1: Negotiate Intergovernmental Agreements with LaSalle, Platteville, and 
Weld County regarding urban growth area boundaries and the three-mile 
areas of influence. 

 
Objective: Minimize the pressure to convert farmland to urban densities.  
 

Policy 1.2: Develop newly annexed land in accordance with the Future Land Use 
map. 

 
Policy 1.3: Work with Weld County to provide tax breaks for active agricultural 

operations.  
 
Policy 1.4 Work with the State of Colorado to modify laws and regulations to 

provide better tax incentives to encourage agriculture 
 
Objective: Ensure rural community lifestyle. 
 

Policy 1.5 Concentrate commercial development on major arterial roadways. 
 
Policy 1.6 Encourage open space within and around subdivision developments.  
 

Objective: Maintain Gilcrest’s quality of life. 
 

Policy 1.7: Encourage land use compatibility. 
 
Policy 1.8: Require adequate buffers to separate incompatible uses. 
 
Policy 1.9: Develop design standards to minimize potential impacts between 

incompatible uses. 
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Policy 1.10: Establish development standards that require new residential 
development to produce densities that are consistent with those 
envisioned on the Future Land Use Plan. 

 
Objective: Encourage infill development. 
 

Policy 1.11: Work with owners of vacant property within the Town limits to develop 
their land, including funding sources for rehabilitation of older buildings 
and for development of infill properties. 

 
Policy 1.12: Require a statement from any applicant requesting annexation that all 

vacant properties within the Gilcrest Town limits have been considered 
for development. 

 
Policy 1.13: Annexations shall only be allowed where an analysis indicates the 

development provides an overall benefit to the Town and the school 
district, and complies with all other goals and policies of the 
Comprehensive Plan. 

 
 

 
 
Commercial Land Use Goals, Objectives, and Policies 
 
Most commercial land use is located along the highway and Main Street. There are, however, 
scattered small pockets of commercial development throughout Gilcrest. This is a problem faced by 
many small but growing towns. Improperly located commercial properties established many years 
ago often conflict with adjacent current land uses and suffer from a lack of consumer traffic. These 
properties often fall into disrepair and may ultimately become vacant due to their decreasing 
economic viability. It is important to start planning for future commercial development in the most 
economically favorable locations of Town and to create ways to attract new commercial development 
(See also the Goals and Objectives in the Economic Development Element). Owners of businesses 
on both SH 85 and on Main Street have expressed a desire to have mixed-use zoning that would 
allow both residential and commercial uses on the same lot. Mixed-use development is encouraged 
to help address issues of non-compliant uses and to revitalize these areas by creating a variety of 
housing and commercial opportunities. 
 

 

Goal #2: Create a commercial center in town that will support 
existing local businesses and attract new businesses. 

 
Objective: Concentrate commercial development on SH 85 and Main Street. 
 

Policy 2.1: Create a Railroad Street/Main Street downtown planning district. 
 
Policy 2.2: Pursue funding for promoting commercial uses in the downtown planning 

district. 
 
Policy 2.3 Amend the zoning ordinance to create design standards for new 

development on Railroad Street and Main Street. 
 
Policy 2.4: Develop incentives to encourage existing property owners to upgrade 

their properties to meet the new design standards. 
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Policy 2.5 Explore funding resources for downtown revitalization efforts (available 
through the organizations such as Colorado Community Revitalization 
Association). 

 
Objective: Encourage mixed-use development where appropriate. 
 

Policy 2.6: Amend the zoning regulations to create a Railroad Street/Main Street 
mixed-use zone district. 

 
Policy 2.7: Identify parcels on Railroad Street and Main Street that are suitable for 

development, redevelopment, or conversion to mixed-use development. 
 
Policy 2.8: Develop incentives, such as impact fee and sewer tap waivers, to 

encourage mixed-use development. 
 

 

Goal #3: Encourage neighborhood-oriented commercial uses where 
appropriate. 

 
Objective: Permit the development of neighborhood-oriented businesses in the High 

Density Residential Zone District. 
 

Policy 3.1: Amend the zoning regulations to permit neighborhood-oriented 
commercial use in the high density zone district, with size and design 
standards to minimize the impacts of such commercial uses. 

 
 

Industrial Land Use Goals, Objectives and Policies 
 
While there is a large area currently zoned for light industrial use, its current location is inconsistent 
with the current vision for the Town. Further, there are no standards in the zoning regulations listing 
permitted uses or even an intended purpose for this zone district. There are no regulations on 
buffering this use from adjacent non-industrial uses. This could lead to uncertainty about what is to be 
permitted here, possibly resulting in undesirable or incompatible uses. 

 

Goal #4: Encourage appropriate industrial development in Town 
while protecting non-industrial uses from negative impacts 
associated with industrial development. 

 
Objective: Establish an appropriate mix of industrial uses to be allowed in Gilcrest. 
 

Policy 4.1 Amend the zoning regulations to describe the types of industrial uses 
that are acceptable to the Town. 

 
Policy 4.2: Create development standards for industrial development to mitigate 

impacts to non-industrial uses. 
 
Policy 4.3: Amend the zoning regulations to establish landscape buffers between 

industrial and non-industrial uses. 
 

Objective: Encourage all industrial development to locate in the areas designated as 
industrial on the Future Land Use Plan. 
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Policy 4.4:  Work with Central Weld County Water District to provide water access to 
properties east of State Highway 85. 

 
Policy 4.5: Work with the railroad to create rail spurs for interested developers. 

 
 

Utilities Goals, Objectives, and Policies* 
 

Both the Town’s water system and the wastewater treatment facility are near the limits of their 
capacity. At the time of this writing, the wastewater treatment facility will be at capacity and will have 
to be improved and/or moves to a new location with the completion of the equivalent of just 174 new 
single family dwelling units. Currently, not all of the land where the wastewater treatment facility is 
located is within the Gilcrest Town limits. 
 

 

Goal #5: Ensure that the Town is able to provide adequate public 
facilities and services to new development. 

 
Objective: Upgrade public facilities as needed in order to accommodate new 

development and maintain or improve current levels of service. 
 

Policy 5.1: Conduct concurrency standards studies as necessary to determine when 
facilities will have to be improved. 

 
Policy 5.2: Update existing impact fee calculations or develop new calculations to 

determine impact fee amounts for all new residential and commercial 
development for public facilities and services including, but not limited to 
roads, sewer service, parks and open space, public safety, and public 
buildings.  

 
Policy 5.3: Investigate other sources of funding for facilities improvement projects. 
 

Objective: Move the wastewater treatment facility to a new location, and encourage 
commercial development to locate at the current facility location. 

 
Policy 5.4: Explore appropriate sites for a new wastewater treatment facility. 
 
Policy 5.5: Obtain Brownfields funding to rehabilitate the current site for future 

commercial development.  
 
Policy 5.6: Incorporate into the Town limits the land currently used as a portion of 

the wastewater treatment plant at the intersection of CR 42 and SH 85. 
 
Policy 5.7: Include the remediated former wastewater treatment facility into the 

downtown planning district to provide incentives for its redevelopment. 

                                                 
* Refer to the Infrastructure Element for additional information  
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IV. Land Use Resources  

 
Colorado Department of Local Affairs 
Office of Smart Growth 
Eric Bergman 
1313 Sherman Street, Room 521 
Denver, CO  80203 
(303) 866-2156 
 
Colorado Department of Local Affairs 
Don Sandoval, Regional Manager 
150 E. 29th Street, Suite 215 
Loveland, CO  80538 
(970) 679-4501 
 
Colorado Brownfields Foundation 
10184 W. Belleview Avenue, Suite 100 
Littleton, CO  80127 
(303) 991-0074 
 
Colorado Community Revitalization Association 
240 S. Broadway, Suite 102 
Denver, CO  80209 
(303) 282-0625 
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V. Housing  
 
In the 2000 Census, there were 346 housing units, of which 329 were occupied. Of the 346 housing units, 
294 were single family detached and 32 were mobile homes; the rest were attached and multi-family 
units. There are no structures containing more than 10 housing units. 
 
Of some concern is that 114 residential structures were built prior to 1960, which means that 33% of the 
housing stock in Gilcrest is more than thirty years old. Some of these older structures are showing signs 
of aging and the Town should look into rehabilitation programs. 
 
The Federal Community Development Block Grant program, administered in Colorado through the 
Colorado Department of Local Affairs, provides grants and loans for housing, public facilities and 
business assistance project that primarily benefit low/moderate income persons or eliminate slums or 
blight. The Community Services Block Grant program (also administered through DOLA) provides funding 
for housing, education, employment, and emergency services and/or activities to meet the needs of low 
income families and individuals.  
 
 
VI. Housing Action Plan 
 

Housing Goals and Objectives 
 

Goal #6: Provide a diversity of housing opportunities   
 

Objective: Provide decent, affordable housing for all of the citizens of Gilcrest. 
 

Policy 6.1: Investigate Community Development Block Grant funds to upgrade 
substandard housing units.  

 
Policy 6.2: Capitalize on available affordable housing loans and grants, including 

funding for rehabilitation of existing housing, available through the 
Colorado Division of Housing and the Weld County Housing Authority. 

 
Policy 6.3: Explore Colorado Housing and Finance Authority funding for low cost 

mortgages for low and moderate income residents. 
 
Policy 6.4: Explore incentives to have affordable housing in all new subdivisions. 
 

Objective: Provide for a mix of housing types and densities throughout Gilcrest to 
address a variety of incomes and lifestyles.  

 
Policy 6.5: Re-evaluate the Town’s zoning regulations in terms of land use types 

and densities permitted. 
 
Policy 6.6: Discourage higher densities outside the Town’s utility service areas. 
 
Policy 6.7: Establish performance criteria and design standards for manufactured 

housing. 
 
Policy 6.8: Modify standards for mobile home units and park developments as 

needed to meet state and local regulations. 
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VII. Housing Resources  

 
Colorado Department of Local Affairs 
Don Sandoval, Regional Manager 
150 E. 29th Street, Suite 215 
Loveland, CO  80538 
(970) 679-4501 
 
Colorado Division of Housing 
Lynn Shine 
1313 Sherman Street 
Denver, CO  80203 
(303) 866-2046 
 
Community Development Block Grant Funds 
Colorado Services Block Grant funds  
DOLA Local Government Services 
Teri Davis 
1313 Sherman Street 
Denver, CO  80203 
(303) 866-4462 
 
Colorado Housing and Finance Authority 
Home Finance Division 
(303) 297-7376 
 
Weld County Housing Authority 
315 N. 11th Avenue 
Greeley, CO  80631 
(970) 352-1551
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EEccoonnoommiicc  DDeevveellooppmmeenntt  EElleemmeenntt  
 
 
The purpose of the Economic Development Element is to assess the current economic situation and to 
examine the quantity and types of growth anticipated over the planning period. A plan will be developed 
to help guide the Town to help encourage economic growth that meets the needs of the community. 
 
The growth projections for various market sectors are developed based upon historical data and 
anticipated trends, locally as well as regionally and nationally. These projections provide the basis for 
determining demands for land use, community infrastructure, and public facilities and services (which are 
presented in other Elements of this Comprehensive Plan). 
 
This Economic Development Element is based upon projected market trends, the Town’s vision, and the 
resources available to the Town. Additionally, this Element discusses possible state and federal sources 
of funding to assist the Town in implementing the Economic Development Action Plan described below. 
The implementation tools relate directly to the goals and objectives of this Element.  
 
Exhibit: Greeley/Weld County Enterprise Zone Map 
 
 
I. Economic Development Existing Setting 
 
An examination of the trends in population and economic growth in Gilcrest is a good basis for 
establishing the health of the Town and for predicting future growth trends. The population of Gilcrest 
should be expected to reach at least 1,334 residents by 2010, as discussed in the Introduction Section of 
this Comprehensive Plan. An in depth analysis of the demographics in Town is also included in the 
Introduction. 
 
Of concern is the fact that 15.5% of the individuals in Gilcrest report incomes below the poverty level and 
9.3% of the families report incomes below the poverty levels. Of the 31 households with a female head of 
household, nine report income below the poverty level. 
 
In the 2000 Census, Gilcrest reported 524 employed civilians age 16 and older. Of these, 20% worked in 
Manufacturing, 14.9% in Retail Trade, 13.5% in Education, Health and Social Services, and 13.4% in 
Construction.  
 
The median family income (269 families) in 2000 was $45,750. This is comparable to the median family 
income of $47,574 in Platteville and $46,442 in LaSalle, although the number of families is much higher in 
both of these towns (583 in Platteville and 508 in LaSalle). However, the per capita income in Gilcrest is 
only $12,862, compared to $23,949 in Weld County. 
 
For workers 16 and over (519 people), the mean travel time to work was 31.3 minutes. This is a good 
indication that people are leaving Gilcrest for jobs in Greeley or Ft. Collins, or even Boulder and Denver. 
While the residents have expressed a desire for bringing light industry to Gilcrest, the existing industrial 
uses are located across SH 85 in unincorporated Weld County. The existing industrial zoned property 
within the Town limits is located at the southwest corner of town and remains undeveloped largely 
because it does not have the services or the amenities to attract industrial development. Gilcrest should 
consider annexing the area east of SH 85, adjacent to the railroad tracks, for future industrial growth. 
 
The total assessed value of properties in Gilcrest in 2000 was $3,617,000. In 2000 the Town paid 
$61,913 in state sales tax, which is up from $31,937 in 1990. The sales tax rate is 3%, which compares 
favorably with the neighboring communities (LaSalle is 3.5%, Platteville is 2% and Fort Lupton is 4%). 
Retail sales in Gilcrest improved from $2,124,000 in 1990 to $5,062,000 in 2000. 
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Existing commercial uses include: 

• three restaurants  
• one grocery store 
• two gas station/convenience stores 
• one gift shop 
• one liquor store 
• one car wash 
• one farm supply store 
• one HVAC repair shop 
• one roofing business 
• two car repair shops 
• one chemical weed control company.  

 
Major Employers of Gilcrest citizens include ConAgra and General Building Components. Twenty-three 
Gilcrest residents work for the Weld County RE-1 School District. 
 
Due to substantially lower per capita income levels than the state average, Gilcrest continues to qualify 
for Enterprise Zone (EZ) designation and on March 11, 2003, the Town received state approval for 
continued inclusion within the Greeley/Weld EZ boundaries. This designation will allow Gilcrest 
companies the ability to continue earning various state income tax credits. The EZ could also prove 
beneficial in efforts to attract companies to the community and with on-going infrastructure development. 
See the Greeley/Weld County Enterprise Zone Map for boundary limits. 
 
Prospective businesses are compelled to locate near regional school hubs because they are more able to 
attract quality workers to their new facilities by offering a “full service” living and working environment. 
Employees can live and work in the same community; and send their children to school locally rather than 
in the next town. This provides a higher quality of life and connects new residents to the local community 
more completely. Employers are happy because employees are happy; and the Town benefits on both 
fronts. Gilcrest benefits from having an elementary school, the regional high school, and the Weld County 
RE-1 administrative office within the town limits. 
 
 
II. Economic Development Action Plan 
 

Economic Development Goals and Objectives 
 

Goal #1: Support the local economy. 
 

Objective: Increase the economic viability of the existing commercial uses while 
working with economic development groups to attract new businesses to 
Gilcrest. 

 
Policy 1.1: Join and become an active member of the Greeley/Weld County 

Economic Development Action Partnership (EDAP). 
 
Policy 1.2 Work with the EDAP Small Business Development Program to assist 

small businesses in Gilcrest develop a business plan. 
 
Policy 1.3 Assist the expansion of existing businesses in Gilcrest by educating the 

proprietors about the various state tax credits available to them. 
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Policy 1.4 Encourage more Gilcrest businesses to join the Platteville Chamber of 
Commerce, with the goal of forming their own Chamber of Commerce in 
the future. 

 
Policy 1.5 Educate the Gilcrest business owners in the tax incentives available to 

them through the Greeley/Weld Enterprise Zone. 
 
Policy 1.6 Work with the Colorado Office of Economic Development to explore 

federal Community Development Block Grant funds that are set aside for 
business finance projects. 

 
Policy 1.7 Explore the State Economic Development Commission funding and 

marketing programs available through the Colorado Office of Economic 
Development. 

 
Policy 1.8 Explore the business finance loans available through the Colorado 

Housing and Finance Authority, Business Finance Division. 
 
Objective: Make the Town more visible and attractive on US 85 
 

Policy 1.9 Work with CDOT to put Gilcrest on the mileage signs both north and 
southbound on US 85.  

 
Policy 1.10 Erect a “Welcome to Gilcrest” sign on US 85.  
 
Policy 1.11 Encourage the redevelopment of deteriorated properties on both sides of 

US 85.  
 
Policy 1.12 Pursue annexation of the industrial areas on the east side of US 85. 
 
Policy 1.13: Adopt landscape and design criteria for new development fronting US 

85. 
 
 

Goal #2: Promote Agriculture as an Industry 
 

Objective: Encourage the support of agricultural-related businesses.  
 

Policy 2.1 Work with farmers to better understand agricultural issues which might 
impact economic viability. 

 
Policy 2.2 Create a weekly Farmer’s Market. 
 
Policy 2.3 Consider the impact of urban development on existing agricultural 

activities as part of the decision-making process. 
 
 

Goal #3:  Develop a healthy economy.  
 

Objective: Create an attractive environment for new business development. 
 

Policy 3.1 Identify vacant and/or non-conforming parcels appropriate for different 
types of new business development and assist the property owners in 
marketing these parcels. 
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Policy 3.2 Identify which types of businesses are needed in Gilcrest and work with 
EDAP to bring these businesses to the Town. 

 
Policy 3.3 Review the Enterprise Zone boundaries and work with EDAP to make 

any changes necessary to ensure that it is compatible with the proposed 
urban growth area boundaries. 

 
 
 
III. Economic Development Resources  

 
Greeley/Weld County Economic Development Action Partnership 
Cathy Schulte 
822 Seventh Street, Suite 550 
Greeley, CO  80631 
 
Colorado Office of Economic Development 
Small Business Development Center 
Kelly Manning 
1625 Broadway, Suite 1710 
Denver, CO  80202 
(303) 892-3864 
 
Colorado Housing and Finance Authority 
Business Finance Division 
(303) 297-7329 
 
Small Business Development Office 
(970) 352-3661 
 
Colorado Department of Local Affairs 
1313 Sherman Street, Room 521 
Denver, CO  80203 
(303) 866-2156 
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TTrraannssppoorrttaattiioonn  EElleemmeenntt  
 
 
The purpose of the Transportation Element is two-fold. Comprehensive data regarding existing roadway 
conditions within the Town of Gilcrest have been gathered and analyzed. Additionally, the impacts of 
state highways and county roads external to the Town limits have been studied as these transportation 
systems affect the viability of existing businesses and the future residential, commercial, and industrial 
growth of the town.  
 
Exhibits: Existing Road Surface Map 
 Existing Street Widths Map 
 CDOT Access Plan 
 
 
I. Existing Conditions 
 
The Town of Gilcrest consists of paved and unpaved roads of various conditions. The Existing Roadway 
Surface Map shows the location of all paved and unpaved roadways. 
 
 

Existing Roadway Surface 
 
There are approximately 8.0 miles of roadways within the town boundaries, both paved and unpaved. 
They are classified as shown on the following table (Table 5): 
 
 

Table 5: Length of Roadway by Surface 
 
Type of Roadway Length in feet (miles) 
Paved 23,224       (4.4) 
Half-paved   1,452       (0.3) 
Unpaved 17,687       (3.3) 
Total 42,363       (8.0) 

 
Actual pavement width was collected for each segment of roadway within the town limits. Using 
actual pavement width, the square foot of pavement area was calculated to be approximately 640,000 
square feet. 
 
Based on anticipated changes on US Highway 85 and developments within the Town, high priority 
should be given to the paving of Elm Street. While the Colorado Department of Transportation’s US 
85 Access Control Plan (see below) includes the paving of Elm Street from US 85 to Main Street, the 
remainder of Elm Street between Main Street and County Road 42 should also be paved. 
 
As developments occur in the Town, the developer should be responsible for paving, at a minimum, 
the half street in front of their proposed developments. If there is not a paved surface between the 
proposed development and the paved surfaces of the Town, the developer should also be required to 
financially participate in paving those streets as well. 
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Existing Right-of-Way 
 
The existing roadways vary in width from 24’ to 40’ from face to face of curb or pavement edge. The 
most prevalent right-of-way width throughout the town appears to be 60 feet, though some roadways 
have as much as 120 feet of dedicated right-of-way.  
 
Table 6 below shows the unpaved roadways that have a potential for paving, the existing right-of-way 
and existing approximate traveled surface width. 
 
 
Recommendations 
 
According to community surveys, paving the streets within the Town is the first priority of the majority 
of residents within Gilcrest. Therefore a plan must be developed to guide the Town toward this goal.  
 
The first step in this process is to conduct a study of the extent, character and cost of such an 
undertaking. The study should include, at a minimum, a public outreach program, mapping 
documentation of the available rights-of-way, cost estimates for each street to include paving and 
other necessary improvements (storm drainage, utility improvements, etc.), a funding plan and a 
prioritization plan.  
 
Funding for this study could come from the Upper Front Range Transportation Planning Region, the 
Department of Local Affairs, or other appropriate sources. This study could take a broader scope to 
include issues relating to US Highway 85, such as access, frontage road changes, highway lighting, 
etc. 
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Table 6: Unpaved Roads, Existing right-of-way. length, and existing roadway width 
 

STREET FROM TO LENGTH ROW 
Existing Road 
Width 

Eleventh Vine Ash 615 60 36 
Eleventh Birch Vine 641 60 32 
Twelfth Moore Cul-de-sac 196 60 36 
Vine RailRoad Street Ninth 322 60 33 
East of Vine Ninth Tenth 468 60 18 
Alley E. of StarbirdSixth Fifth 366 None 0 
Starbird Fifth Sixth 366 70 33 
Sixth Starbird Alley 232 60 30 
Sixth Alley Elm 455 60 30 
Fifth Alley Elm 455 60 0 
Eleventh Elm Cul-de-sac 339 None 26 
Elm RailRoad Fifth 338 60 25 
Elm Fifth Sixth 366 58 25 
Vine Tenth Eleventh 353 55 23 
Starbird Plaza Cul-de-sac 933 100 13 
Elm Sixth Main 384 50 25 
Elm Main Eighth 376 60 20 
Elm Eleventh Twelfth 359 60 20 
Twelfth Elm Birch 656 60 32 
Eighth Birch RailRoad Street 636 60 30 
Eighth Elm Birch 654 60 27 
Elm Twelfth WCR 42 768 None 20 
Elm Eighth Eleventh 1,074 60 20 
Starbird Third Fourth 363 76 33 
Starbird RailRoad Street Third 383 76 33 
Starbird Fourth Fifth 360 76 33 
West Plaza Sixth Eighth 1,143 None 24 
Vine Ninth Tenth 361 60 23 
SE Plaza     559 110 36 
NE Plaza     579 120 24 
Fourth WCR 29 Starbird 2,661 56 20 
Twelfth Cul-de-sac Elm 244 None 26 
Fifth Starbird Alley 232 60 0 
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II. US Highway 85 
 
US Highway 85 is of major importance to the Town of Gilcrest and its residents. Not only is it the 
major arterial connecting Gilcrest to the metropolitan areas to the north and south of town, but the 
highway also creates economic activity, upon which the Town depends. All of the Town’s growth is to 
the west of the highway, while the railroad tracks lie east of the highway. Access onto, from, and 
across the highway is limited by the number of vehicles traveling on the highway at a given time. 
 
 
CDOT Control Plan Proposals 
 
Colorado Department of Transportation adopted the US 85 Access Control Plan in December 1999. 
Proposals in this Plan for the existing access points and frontage road in Gilcrest are as follows: 
 

• Frontage road (Railroad Street). The frontage road be relocated farther away from 
US 85 to simplify operations at each intersection. 
 

• County Road 40. This four-legged intersection is currently unsignalized. CR 40 
intersects US 85 at an oblique angle and will be realigned to an intersection angle of 
75 degrees or more when traffic volumes increase to a level that safety problems 
can be anticipated. The improvements to this intersection are rated as a “long term” 
priority in the Plan.  
 

• Elm Street. This four-legged intersection is currently unsignalized. Elm Street 
intersects US 85 at an oblique angle and will be realigned to an intersection angle of 
75 degrees or more. Elm Street is planned to be paved north to at least Main Street. 
Fifth Street is planned to be paved between Elm Street and Railroad Street so that 
the frontage road connection at Elm Street can be terminated. South of Elm Street, 
Railroad Street will end at Fourth Street, with access to existing homes being 
maintained. The intersection will be signalized when it is warranted for traffic or 
safety reasons. The improvements to this intersection are rated as a “medium” 
priority. 
 

• Main Street.  This four-legged intersection is currently unsignalized and will be 
closed. Southbound traffic will be directed to Elm Street, while northbound traffic will 
use CR 42. The additional traffic on Elm Street will require that it be paved, at to 
least the south of Main Street. This closure is rated as a “medium” priority. 
 

• County Road 31 (Ash Street). This four-legged intersection is currently 
unsignalized. The median of US 85 should be closed in the near future to address 
current operation problems. On the west side of the highway, CR 31 should be 
shifted to the northeast into vacant land so that there is more separation between 
US 85 and Railroad Street to create a safer intersection for southbound US 85 traffic 
turning onto Railroad Street. The improvements to this intersection are rated as a 
“high priority”.  
 

• County Road 42. This four-legged intersection is currently unsignalized. CR 42 
intersects US 85 at an oblique angle. When the median at CR 31 is closed, this will 
be the primary access from the high school to the north. The school district has 
incentive to follow this alignment based on its insurance policy. It will be realigned to 
an intersection angle of 75 degrees or more and will be signalized when it is 
warranted for traffic or safety reasons. The improvements to this intersection are 
rated as a “high priority”.  
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• Rural Accesses.  There is one median opening which does not serve a street. The 
median opening will be closed at the same time as the public road intersections to 
the north and south are improved to adequate standards. 

 
 
Additional proposed changes in the US 85 Access Control Plan which will impact Gilcrest include: 
 

• Improvements to the SH 60 intersection at US 85. SH 60 will become the south 
segment of Two Rivers Parkway, which is being developed as a route for easy 
access from the west side of the Greeley area to southbound US 85. The plan calls 
for a free-flowing right turn lane for southbound traffic and a flyover ramp for the 
northbound left turn. The improvements for this intersection are rated “medium” 
priority. 
 

• SH 256 is not expected to be a significant roadway in the future, and CDOT may 
remove this from state highway status. The CR 33 intersection with SH 85 will be 
closed and the SH256/CR 44 intersection will be realigned to an intersection angle 
of 75 degrees or more. No signalization of this intersection is planned. 

 
 
Recommendations  
 
Gilcrest is a member of US 85 Corridor Policy Committee and should be an active participant in all 
committee meetings and the decision-making process. While the Town was not highly involved in the 
decision-making process for the current set of access control proposals, there is now growing interest 
in the access changes stipulated in the US 85 Access Control Plan among Town residents. 
Recognizing that the town has little documentation on how past decisions were made and that there 
is a potentially lengthy process to propose and implement changes to the US 85 Access Control Plan, 
it is recommended that the Town undertake a new study of access to US 85. The primary objective of 
this proposed study would be to document the planning and decision-making process in determining 
whether changes are necessary (or validating the past decisions) to the US 85 Access Control Plan.  
 
If changes to the current Access Control Plan are found to be justified, this study could also be used 
as the technical documentation of the request for change. Funding for this study could come from the 
Upper Front Range Transportation Planning Region (of which the Town is a member), the 
Department of Local Affairs, or other appropriate sources and could be combined with the study 
regarding the paving of the streets within Gilcrest.  
 
As a member of the Upper Front Range Transportation Planning Region (UFRTPR), Gilcrest is also 
affected by the Upper Front Range 2020 Regional Transportation Plan. The UFRTPR is one of the 
fifteen transportation planning regions (TPRs) in Colorado and is comprised of Larimer, Morgan and 
Weld Counties, excluding the urbanized areas. The Upper Front Range region includes the 
predominately rural areas of Larimer and Weld Counties, and all of Morgan County; many small to 
moderately sized communities are included in the planning area. The Regional Transportation Plan  
identifies transportation improvements projects needed within the Upper Front Range Region, 
prioritizes these projects, and makes recommendations on allocating funds among the projects. While 
none of the roadway improvements in Gilcrest have been identified as a high priority in the current 
regional plan, a new 2030 Plan is currently in the planning process.  
 
It should be noted that any roadway improvements made by CDOT in the implementation of the US 
85 Access Control Plan will be paid for entirely by Colorado Department of Transportation. The State 
will also pay for alterations to the frontage road that are part of the approved Access Control Plan. 
This includes the costs associated with holding public hearings, plan development, and construction. 
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US 85 and County Road 42 
 
The intersection of US 85 and County Road 42 is becoming more of a focal point of activity. It serves 
as access to the Town, the regional high school and the other school district facilities, and will serve 
as the primary access for the future Fire Department facilities, which are planned to be located on 
County Road 42. It is recommended that the Town actively promote the implementation of the US 85 
Access Control Plan recommendations for this intersection. The goal is to raise the priority of the 
project within both the UFRTPR’s Transportation Plan and CDOT’s Statewide Transportation 
Improvement Plan (STIP). To begin this process, the Town should work closely with the 
representatives and consultants of the UFR TPR to prepare a formal project request. Other projects 
which could be requested include improved highway lighting along SH 85 and funding for the other 
transportation studies found in this Transportation Element. 
 
 
 

III. Transportation Action Plan 
 

Transportation Goals and Objectives 
 

Goal #1: Transportation system will be sufficient to efficiently and 
economically service existing and new businesses and 
residents. 

 
Objective: Promote access to and from US 85 that is safe for all who use it and that 

will provide for the viability of businesses along the commercial corridor. 
 
Policy 1.1: Review existing US 85 Corridor Access Control Plan to insure that the 

changes in proposed access are in compliance with the land use goals of 
Gilcrest. 

 
Policy 1.2: To address potential safety issues, the Town should work to raise the 

priority ranking of the signalization of the CR42/US85 intersection. 
 

Objective: Actively participate in regional transportation decisions that would impact 
Gilcrest. 

 
Policy 1.3: The Town of Gilcrest shall commit to active involvement with CDOT to 

implement relevant sections of the US 85 Access Control Plan. 
 

Policy 1.4: The Town of Gilcrest shall commit to active involvement with the UFR 
TPR to further the goals of the 2020 Regional Transportation Plan. 

 
 

Goal #2: Ensure the effective and safe transport of citizens and 
students throughout the town. 

 
Objective: The town will create and maintain a transportation system which provides 

opportunity for safe travel while protecting the integrity of residential 
neighborhoods.  
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Policy 2.1: Conduct studies to prioritize the paving of existing streets and rights-of-

way within the Town limits. 
 
Policy 2.2: Establish a street improvement and pavement schedule within the 

framework of a five-year Capital Improvement Program. 
 
Policy 2.3: Ensure that new street and development patterns extend the existing 

transportation network in an efficient and orderly manner. 
 

Objective: Improve all roadways within the Town limits and the urban growth area 
boundaries to municipal road standards as they are needed. 

 
Policy 2.4: Require new subdivisions to pay a transportation impact fee based on 

the traffic generated by the development and the transportation needs of 
the community. 

 
Policy 2.5: Develop an intergovernmental agreement with Weld County to assign 

responsibility for improving and maintaining roads that are half within 
each jurisdiction. 

 
Objective: Develop bicycle-friendly policies.  

 
Policy 2.6: Encourage businesses to provide showers and bike racks for employees 

who ride bicycles to work. 
 
Objective: Provide safe walking paths for students within the town. 

 
Policy 2.7: Sidewalks should be added to those roadways where student traffic is 

present in large numbers. 
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IV. Transportation Resources  
 

US 85 Access Control Plan 
CDOT 
Gloria Hice-Idler 
1420 2nd Street 
Greeley, CO  80631 
(970) 350-2148 

 
Project Consultant for the Upper Front Range Transportation Planning Region 
Drew Scheltinga 
860 Old Ranger Drive 
Estes Park, CO  80517 
(970) 290-4945 

 
 
CDOT Regional Liaison 
Myron Hora 
1420 2nd Street 
Greeley, CO  80631 
(970) 350-2263 

 
Colorado Department of Local Affairs 
Don Sandoval, Regional Manager 
150 E. 29th Street, Suite 215 
Loveland, CO  80538 
(970) 679-4501 

 
Upper Front Range Transportation Planning Region 
Weld County Public Works Department 
Frank Hempen 
1111 H Street 
Greeley, CO  80632 
(970) 356-4000 
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IInnffrraassttrruuccttuurree  EElleemmeenntt  
 
 
The Infrastructure Element consists of sections on Water, Wastewater, and Stormwater Drainage.∗  The 
purpose of the Infrastructure Element is to guide the Town decision-making, including the development of 
a Capital Improvements Plan. The three sections of this element will provide an analysis of the existing 
conditions and recommendations for improvements required to meet future demands as the Town grows. 
 
Exhibit: Existing Water Utilities 
 
I. Water System 
 
This analysis is intended to be an overview of the existing water system, and some recommendations for 
future improvements.  For a more complete analysis, refer to the 2003 Water and Sewer Master Plan, 
which was prepared as an associated document to this Comprehensive Plan.   
 
In the 1984 Comprehensive Plan, water for the Town was produc ed from two shallow wells, with a 
treatment capacity equal to 2.25 million galls per day. A 100,000-gallon water tank was installed in 1982. 
Water quality in 1983 was a major concern to Gilcrest residents.  
 
 

Water Source 
 
Currently, the Central Weld County Water District (CWCWD) provides potable water for the Town of 
Gilcrest. The Town purchases shares of CWCWD water. Each share entitles the Town to a specified 
amount of water annually (1.0 acre-foot). The Town currently owns 253 shares. The total water 
consumed is measured at the master meter and the Town is billed by CWCWD. The Town is 
responsible for reimbursement by the residents. 
 
One SFE is the equivalent of a single family residence’s water demand or wastewater production. In 
the case of water demand, one SFE is a five-eighths inch (5/8”) water tap. Presently, the Town of 
Gilcrest serves 352 SFE’s. The potable water consumption was calculated assuming that average 
water demand is equal to 0.6 acre-feet/SFE per year (534 gallons per day (gpd)/SFE). The existing 
water usage is estimated to be 68.61 million gallons (MG) per year. The existing maximum day 
demand is 326 gallons per minute (gpm) and peak hour demand is 783 gpm. 
 
Supply from CWCWD is through an existing 14” waterline which runs in Weld County Road No. 42 on 
the north side of the Town. A 6” waterline is tapped to this 14” CWCWD waterline, and runs south to a 
master meter at County Road No. 42 and Elm Street. This 6” waterline terminates at the Town’s two 
existing storage tanks. 
 
Once the CWCWD water passes through the master meter, it becomes part of the Town’s distribution 
system. The system also includes a network of buried pipelines and a booster pump station. The 
storage tanks, booster pump station, and pipelines are maintained solely by the Town of Gilcrest. 
 
 
Water Storage 
 
Two water storage tanks are located at southwest side of the Eighth Street and Railroad Street 
intersection. The tanks were designed to provide a total capacity of 0.4 MG, but the actual storage 
volume is equal to 0.29 MG. The tanks provide emergency storage if CWCWD was unable to provide 

                                                 
∗  Please refer to the Technical Appendix for specific information 
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service to the Town. A calculation of the actual water storage tanks’ capacity can be seen in Table 7 
below: 
 

Table 7: Actual Water Storage Tanks’ Capacity 
 

  
Diameter, 

ft 
Area, 

ft2 

Proposed 
Capacity, 
gallons 

Height, 
ft 

Actual 
Water 

Depth, ft 

Actual 
Capacity, 
gallons 

Tank 1 35 962.1     100,000  13.9 13.9 100,000 
Tank 2 48 1809.6     300,000  22.2 13.9 187,708 
     Total MG: 0.29 

 
 

A booster pump station is located at the tank site. CWCWD does not provide enough pressure for 
typical residential/commercial usage in the Town, but there is enough pressure to fill the tanks. The 
booster pump station takes water from the tanks and pressurizes it to the requirements of the Town’s 
system. It has three discharge pumps, with a capacity of 500 gpm at 60 psi. 
 
 
Water Distribution 
 
The existing water distribution system consists of buried 2”, 4”, 6”, and 8” waterlines located in the 
roadways. Most of the pipelines are Ductile Iron, but the 2” lines are PVC. 
 
 

Potential Water System Problems 
 
Based on the evaluation of existing conditions, the following considerations should be addressed by the 
Town to meet present needs and to prepare for future growth demands: 
 

• If the Town were to grow as expected, all of the existing water system infrastructure 
would need to be upgraded. For example, one development currently under review 
would increase the daily demand for water by 45%.  

 
• In general, if the Town’s water distribution system is not improved, there will be 

insufficient water pressure and excessive velocities during future peak hour flow and 
maximum day plus fire flow situations. In addition, with future development, it is 
recommended that the Town install more Master Meter connections to the CWCWD’s 
system. This will provide redundant connections and will improve the overall supply 
pressure. 

 
• The booster station is only capable of pumping 500 gpm. Future developments would 

add to the maximum daily and peak hour demands. Eventually, the system’s demand 
would exceed the capacity of the existing pumps, and expansion will be needed. 

 
• The existing storage capacity in the two water storage tanks of 0.29 MG is not sufficient 

for a design standard volume of maximum day flow plus fire flow. Assuming a fire flow 
demand of 1,500 gpm for two hours, the fire flow volume is 180,000 gallons. The total 
recommended tank volume is 650,000 gallons. If the CWCWD system was out of service 
and a fire occurred in the summertime, the Town’s storage volume would be consumed 
in less than a day. 
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Future Water Plan 
 
In order to accommodate future growth, the Town will have to improve all components of their water 
system. As previously described, the existing water system is already borderline inadequate, so even with 
a small amount of growth, the system will be stressed. The Future Water Plan consists of the following 
four components: 
 

1. The Town will need to add additional Master Meter connections to Central Weld County 
Water District (CWCWD). These connections will be paid for by future development. The 
current single connection will not supply enough water and will leave the Town 
vulnerable to a shortage if there is a problem with the existing connection. 

 
2. The water storage volume will need to be increased. It is already insufficient, and future 

growth will increase demand on a limited storage volume. CWCWD has already 
expressed its desire for the areas they serve to have more storage and volume should 
be added with development near the future Master Meters. 

 
3. Because the Town boosts the water pressure after receiving it from CWCWD, the 

existing pumping capacity will need to be increased. The existing pump station is 
already close to its maximum output so a small amount of growth will exceed it. 
However, it may be necessary to add more facilities, rather than expanding the existing 
facility. The pump stations should be located near the Master Meters and future storage 
tanks. 

 
4. The existing distribution system is also undersized. As the Town grows, larger mains 

should be added and looped throughout the entire service area. This will ensure proper 
delivery pressures and minimal service interruptions for all customers. 
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II. Wastewater System  
 
This analysis is intended to be an overview of the existing wastewater system, and some 
recommendations for future improvements.  For a more complete analysis, refer to the 2003 Water and 
Sewer Master Plan, which was prepared as an associated document to this Comprehensive Plan.   
 
Exhibit: Existing Sanitary Sewer Utilities 
 

Wastewater Production 
 
The wastewater production was calculated from the historic monthly flow data to the Wastewater 
Treatment Plant (WWTP). The calculated wastewater production rate is 343 gallons per day 
(gpd)/SFE. The existing wastewater production is shown in Table 8. 
 

 
Table 8: Existing Average Wastewater Production 

(million gallons {MG}) 
 

Year 
Month 1999 2000 2001 2002 

January 0.10 0.13 0.12 0.12 
February 0.09 0.11 0.11 0.12 
March 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.11 
April 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 
May 0.12 0.10 0.10 0.10 
June 0.12 0.10 0.10 0.09 
July 0.10 0.09 0.12 0.09 
August 0.11 0.11 0.11  
September 0.11 0.11 0.11  
October 0.12 0.12 0.12  
November 0.11 0.12 0.12  
December 0.11 0.12 0.12  
Average 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.10 
Total 1.28 1.31 1.33 0.73 

 
 
Collection System 

 
The Town’s existing collection system includes 8” sanitary sewers, two lift stations, and 4” and 
10” force mains to the Wastewater Treatment Plant. Lift stations are needed because the WWTP 
is higher in elevation than its service area. Since gravity glows can’t be maintained throughout the 
entire collection system, pumping is required by the lift stations. 
 
 

Lift Stations 
 
There are two wastewater lift stations:  the12th Street Lift Station and the Elm Street Lift Station.  
The 12th Street lift station was put in service in the 1970’s and was upgraded in 1981. It is located 
at the Twelfth Street and County Road 31 intersection. It pumps wastewater from the north part of 
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the Town starting from Eleventh Street to the Wastewater Treatment Plant, and serves 
approximately 100 homes. The Lift Station is equipped with one primary and one standby 
submersible sewage pump. The total wet well volume of lift station is 140 gallons. The existing 
pumping capacity is 120 gallons per minute (gpm) at 20 feet of head. 
 
The Elm Street lift station was put in service in the 1980’s. It is located at Elm Street and Eighth 
Street. It pumps wastewater from the south part of the Town starting at Eleventh Street to the 
Wastewater Treatment Plant, and currently serves approximately 25 homes. The Lift Station is 
equipped with one primary and one standby pump. The existing pumping capacity is 100 gpm at 
20 feet of head. The Elm Street lift station’s equipment was previously used at the 12th Street Lift 
Station.  
 
 

Wastewater Treatment Plant 
 

The WWTP is located at the 
northeast part of the Town 
between County Road No. 
42 and Railroad Street. The 
initial construction of the 
WWTP was in the 1970’s. 
The WWTP was expanded 
in 1980, and its current 
maximum capacity is 0.19 
MG per day.  
 
The WWTP consists of a 
headworks (bar screen), 
two aerated ponds, and a 
settling pond. The WWTP 
also has an effluent pump 
station which sends treated 
effluent through an 8” force 
main three miles west to the 
Platte River. The effluent 
pump station has two 
pumps with a capacity of 
150 gpm at 53’ TDH. 

 
 

Potential Wastewater System Problems 
 
With expected growth, the existing sewer system facilities will require expansion. Portions of the 
existing collection system can handle additional flows. However, the following concerns must be 
addressed by the Town: 
 

• Peak wastewater flows from future development will exceed both lift stations’ 
discharge capacities. For example, the proposed County Meadows subdivision’s 
peak flows would result in a total inflow rate of 327 gpm. This rate is over three times 
the capacity of the 12th Street Lift Station. 
 

• After 91 units future SFEs are added, the treatment facility would be at 80% of 
capacity. At this time, a 201 Facility Plan for upgrading the facility is required by the 
State and the design of an expansion should follow. Once 180 future SFEs are built, 
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the WWTP will be at 95% of capacity, which is the trigger point where the State 
requires the construction of the WWTP expansion or a new larger facility.  

 
 
 
 

Wastewater System Future Plan 
 
The major component of the sewer system that will need upgrading is the wastewater treatment plant 
(WWTP). Presently, the WWTP is at approximately 64% of capacity. After about 180 more houses are 
occupied, the facility will need to be expanded. It is also likely that the new facility will have to treat to a 
higher standard, further increasing the cost. Though the existing site will have room for a new facility, a 
new location should also be investigated.  
 
One reason to evaluate a new site is because the existing WWTP location is a prime commercial zone. 
The second is because the entire service area is currently pumped to the WWTP with lift stations, which 
use power and are susceptible to failure. Another location may allow for some of the Town to drain to the 
WWTP via gravity. 
 
As new areas are developed, the Town’s collection system will need to grow. This will include outfalls and 
possibly more lift stations and force mains.  
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III. Stormwater Drainage 
 
The issue of stormwater drainage was not addressed in the 1984 Comprehensive Plan. A “Master Street 
and Drainage Report” was prepared in 1988 for the Town of Gilcrest by Engineering Professionals, Inc. 
Based on the results of this study, various recommendations were developed regarding storm drainage 
infrastructure improvements, street improvements and drainage recommendations, few of which have 
been implemented over the years. The recommendations resulting from this study were found to be in 
concurrence with many of the recommendations in the 1988 study, including the need for regional 
detention ponds and conveyance channels.  
 
As a part of this Comprehensive Plan Update, drainage issues have been re-evaluated and further 
recommendations have been made as summarized in the following sections of this document. A Master 
Drainage Plan (RGCE, 2003) has been prepared in support of this information and should be referred to 
for more detailed information.  
 
 
Exhibits: Existing Drainage Basins 
 Existing Drainage Facilities 
 Existing Flood Plain Delineation 
 Existing Flood Plain Delineation with flow crossing US 85 
 Proposed Drainage Facilities 
 

Drainage Basins 
 
Drainage basins tributary to the Town of Gilcrest can be divided essentially into two major Basin 
Areas:  
 

1) Basins situated southeast of US -85 and the Union Pacific Railroad Tracks; 
 

The 1988 Master Street and Drainage Report  identified a 23-square mile basin to the south of the 
Town of Gilcrest that drains in a northwesterly direction towards the Town. It is very likely that this 
basin at one time flowed to the northwest toward the South Platte River. The Union Pacific 
Railroad that runs parallel to US-85 has since diverted this flow to the northeast along the railroad 
embankment. No evidence of a drainageway through in or near the Town which may have 
conveyed this discharge in the past has been identified, and most likely has been built over, since 
the railroad embankment was constructed. The 1988 Master Street and Drainage Report also 
identified the possibility of runoff from this basin crossing the tracks and the highway in a large 
enough storm. In order to further evaluate the possibility and extent of overtopping, this offsite 
basin was divided into four sub-basins and design points were established at key locations to 
determine the discharge in both the minor and major storm events. These basins are identified 
as; Basin 100, Basin 101, Basin 102 and Basin 103 (see Figure III-1). Basin 100 is 0.92 square 
miles in area and located to the northeast of the other basins and drains toward the railroad 
crossing at CR-42. Basin 101 is 4.83 square miles in area and is situated southwest of Basin 100. 
Basin 102 is 1.16 square miles in area and located to the west of Basin 101. Basin 103 is 14.89 
square miles in area and flows from this basin cross CR-29 near the railroad crossing. This is the 
most likely location for the discharge to overtop the railroad tracks. It is estimated that as much as 
50-percent of the flow generated by this basin is capable of overtopping the tracks and 
discharging into the Town. 

 
  
2) Basins situated northwest of US -85 and directly tributary to Town of Gilcrest;  
 
The drainage area northwest of US-85 and tributary to the Town is comprised of two major 
basins, Basin 200 and Basin 300. Basin 200 is 1.78 square miles and is located southwest of the 
existing Town. Basin 200 drains northeast toward the developed area of Town to a low point 
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along Starbird Avenue between Ninth and Eleventh Streets. Basin 300 is the 0.16 square mile 
developed area of Town from Starbird east and bordered by CR-42 and US-85. Basin 300 drains 
to the northeast to the existing retention pond at the corner of CR-42 and US-85. The potential 
runoff from these basins were evaluated using Colorado Urban Hydrograph Procedure (CUHP) 
and routed using the Urban Drainage and Flood Control District Stormwater Management Model 
UDFCDSWM. The 1988 Master Drainage Report depicted Basins A, B, and C, which were further 
divided into smaller sub-basins for the purpose of evaluating street flows and detention 
requirements. Flows from these sub-basins were evaluated using the Rational Method. This 
method is valid for basins smaller than 160 acres and should be used for localized storm 
drainage and facilities such as streets, storm sewers, and non-regional detention. The larger 
basins, (Basins 200 and 300), were used to evaluate drainage patterns and routed flows for 
floodplains and regional detention. These drainage basins are depicted on Figure III- 1. Peak 
discharges in these basins are summarized in Table III-1. 

 
 

Table III-1: Existing Basin Flows by CUHP Method 
 

Basin Area Imper- 5-yr 100-yr 
No. (sq. mi.) viousness Peak 

(cfs) 
Peak 
(cfs) 

100 0.92 2.0% 22 434 
101 4.83 2.0% 16 1028 
102 1.16 2.0% 45 544 
103 14.69 2.0% 19 1784 
200 1.78 4.0% 69 500 
300 0.16 43.0% 113 317 

 
 

Existing Drainage Infrastructure 
 
At the onset of this study, an inventory of existing drainage facilities within the Town proper was 
conducted. Interviews with Townspeople to identify areas prone to flooding were also carried out. 
After studying the drainage tendencies for the Town as it exists, recommendations were developed 
for improvements and to accommodate future development. The current drainage facilities appear to 
be adequate for minor storms, with the exception that ponding was found to occur in some 
intersections. Discharge to the storm drainage facilities (storm sewer, gutters and ditches) are mainly 
received by retention ponds (ponds with no outflow). One pond located at the corner of CR-42 and 
CR-31 may be considered a detention pond to some degree, since it is periodically pumped to a 
second retention pond located at the corner of CR-42 and US-85. As part of this study, it was 
determined that these ponds are grossly undersized for more significant storm events, and will likely 
overtop, resulting in flooding through the northern part of the Town. A floodplain has been identified 
that runs from southwest of the Town limits to the low-point retention pond along future Starbird 
Avenue between Ninth and Eleventh Streets. From there floodwaters overtop the retention pond and 
overtop Elm Street and Birch Street and continue east through the north part of the Town where the 
floodwaters will overtop CR-42 and flow to the north adjacent to US-85. Further compounding the 
extent of this flooding is the potential for flow from basins south and east of Gilcrest to overtop the 
railroad tracks and US-85 and flow into the Town proper.  
 
Of the existing paved streets in the developed area of the Town, limited storm sewer exists as 
discussed in the 1988 Master Street and Drainage Report. Inlets were found to exist in Main Street, 
Sixth Street and S.E. Plaza that drain by storm sewer into a retention pond at the future Starbird 
Avenue between Ninth and Eleventh Street. Inlets were also identified at the intersection of Eleventh 
Street and CR-31, on Twelfth Street and CR-31, on Vine Street and on Stockton Street south of CR-
42, and on the north side of CR-42 at CR-31. All of these inlets drain to the detention pond located at 
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the intersection of CR-42 and CR-31. This detention pond is pumped to the retaining pond located at 
the intersection of CR-42 and US -85. Streets that are not paved were observed to have small ditches 
on either side, to accommodate more frequent storm event discharges, however, ponding was 
reported to occur at localized low points and intersections during such events. Some of these areas 
are along the low points on Elm Street, at the intersections of Vine, Tenth, Ninth, and Railroad 
Streets, and at CR-31 between Tenth and Eleventh Streets. It should be noted that flooding of the 
parking lot at Vine and Ninth prompted the installation of crosspans across Ninth and Tenth Streets 
on the west-side of Vine Street. Since these crosspans do not outlet into gutters, they were reported 
by most persons interviewed to not be very effective. Figure III-2 depicts existing drainage facilities 
identified throughout the Town, along with areas of historic ponding.  
 
Inlets and culverts along US-85 were also identified that are a part of the highway’s drainage system. 
Drainage from the road is generally conveyed via roadside ditches to various culvert crossings along 
the road. To the south and east of US-85 and the Union Pacific Railroad Tracks, the majority of the 
roads are unpaved. Drainage for these roads is also accommodated vi a roadside ditches and 
culverts.  
 
 
Flooding Potential 
 
Although current drainage facilities within the developed part of the town appear to be adequate for 
minor storms, it should be noted that some intersections were reported to experience ponding 
problems even during minor storm events. Stormwater discharge within the Town is currently 
conveyed to the two existing retention ponds where it is contained without an outlet release, other 
than that discharge provided by periodic pumping. It would be expected that during more major storm 
events, the ponds’ storage capacities would likely be exceeded and the ponds would be expected to 
overtop. The UDFCD Drainage Criteria Manual recommends retention ponds to be sized to capture 
1.5 times the 24-hour, 100-year storm volume plus 1-foot of freeboard volume. The discharge volume 
to each of the two retention ponds was calculated using a 24-hour, 100-year storm rainfall of 4.2 
inches, and appropriate runoff coefficients existing conditions. It was estimated that the capacity of a 
retention pond to accommodate Basin 200 should be on the order of 138 acre-feet, while the capacity 
of the pond to accommodate Basin 300 should on the order of 23 acre-feet. The combined volume of 
the two retention ponds is estimated to be only 12 acre-feet.  
 
As a result of the reduced volumetric capacity of both of the ponds during major storm events, 
including the 50 through 100-year storms, for example, it would be expected that the existing 
retention ponds would overtop. After overtopping, the ponds would be expected to discharge over 
Elm and Birch Streets, respectively in the proximity of Twelfth Street. From this location, the 
discharge would be expected to continue through to the northeast section of the Town, crossing CR-
42 in the proximity of US-85. It should be noted that adding to the magnitude of flooding in this area is 
the potential for flood waters from the basins south and east of US-85 to overtop the railroad tracks, 
the most likely location being at the intersection of CR-29 and US-85. It should be noted that the 
Town of Gilcrest Wastewater Treatment Plant appears to be in the area of this discharge and would 
likely be inundated during the more major storm events, which is undesirable. 
 
 
Floodplain Delineations 
 
USGS topographic quad maps with 10-foot contour intervals were used to determine the extent of the 
drainage basins and general flow patterns through the Town. A more detailed topographic 
photometric map was prepared by Aero-metric, Inc. in 1987 (2-foot contours) for the 1988 Master 
Drainage Report. The Aero-metric maps were used to determine cross-sections through the Town for 
floodplain delineation purposes. Additional topographic data was obtained for areas outside of Town 
limits and along US-85, at strategic locations. Cross-sections were established with the downstream 
limit at CR-42, where is it assumed that the discharge over this crossing will act in a weir flow 
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configuration with the water spreading out into the field to the north. At Birch Street, discharge across 
the road was also modeled in a weir flow configuration. 
 
The 100-year floodplain was delineated for two distinct cases: 1) No overtopping of the Union Pacific 
Railroad Embankment and US-85 and 2) Overtopping of the Union Pacific Railroad Embankment and 
US-85 at CR-29. The overtopping scenario delineation is depicted in Figure III-3. It should be noted 
that the no-overtopping scenario was carried out to assess the reduction in flooding in the Town 
proper area, once flows area contained to the south and east of US-85, which should be a goal for 
future flood mitigation efforts. This delineation is depicted in Figure III-4. 
 
 

Proposed Drainage Improvements 
 
Developed flows within the Town of Gilcrest were evaluated from estimates of future impervious areas 
based on future land uses, as proposed in the Land Use Element of this Comprehensive Plan. 
Regardless of whether areas outside the Town’s Planning Area are to remain existing agricultural or 
developed, discharge from these areas in the future was assumed to remain at historic or existing rates. 
The proposed 5-year and 100-year hydrographs were derived using the CUHP Model and were then 
routed through the drainage basins and detention facilities using the SWM program. Based on the model 
simulations, drainage improvements were identified as shown in Figure III-5 and described below: 
 

1. Adoption of a regulated floodplain with the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) 
to regulate and reduce the impacts of future growth.  

 
2. Increase the size of retention ponds or modify them to function as detention ponds with 

controlled outlet facilities. Utilization of detention ponds will require that a defined outfall be 
utilized to convey the stormwater discharge from the ponds to an outfall location such as the 
South Platte River or other receiving water facility. 

 
3. Provide either regional detention facilities to accommodate future growth throughout the 

Town, or require that new development provide on-site detention with outflow from on-site 
ponds limited to the historic discharge rates at a maximum.  

 
4. Provide a drainage channel from the low-point along Starbird Avenue to convey flows away 

from the Town and convey them to the north. Such a channel would provide a primary 
discharge channel through the Town and accommodate discharge from detention ponds and 
would reduce or even eliminate the number of properties subject to flooding located within the 
northeast part of Town.  

 
5. Improve and construct new storm drainage facilities throughout the Town in conjunction with 

construction of paved roads with curb and gutter, and in conjunction with new development.  
 

6. Provide a drainage diversion channel along the southeast side of the US -85, along the Union 
Pacific Railroad tracks to contain and divert the discharge from the southeasterly basins and 
to eliminate the possibility of overtopping along the tracks. Since the cumulative area of these 
basins is large (over 23 square miles), and is located in Unincorporated Weld County, efforts 
should be taken to involve Weld County with assisting the Town in mitigating this regional 
problem.  

 
7. Provide detention facilities along the southeast side of US-85 to reduce the size and costs of 

channels and culverts to needed to convey the discharge to the north. Again efforts should be 
taken to involve Weld County with assisting the Town with mitigation of this regional problem. 

 
A summary of proposed developed basin and routed peak discharges are presented in Tables III-2 and 
III-3, respectively (next page). Existing routed flows are also included in Table III-3 for comparison. 
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Table III-2: Future Basin Flows by CUHP Method 

 
Basin Area Imper- 5-yr 100-yr 
No. (sq. mi.) viousness Peak 

(cfs) 
Peak 
(cfs) 

100 0.92 2.0% 22 434 
101 4.83 2.0% 16 1028 
102 1.16 2.0% 45 544 
103 14.69 2.0% 19 1784 
200 1.78 23.0% 190 825 
300 0.16 45.0% 119 328 

 
 
 

Table III-3: Routed Flows 
 

 Existing Developed 
Basin 5-yr 100-yr 5-yr 100-yr 
No. Peak 

(cfs) 
Peak 
(cfs) 

Peak 
(cfs) 

Peak 
(cfs) 

103 19 1784 19 1784 
Diverted to 200 none 854 none none 

102-101 28 974 26 1250* 
101-100 42 1751 41 1609 

100 22 434 22 434 
Outflow 49 1925 32 1611* 

200 69 500 190 825 
200-300 63 1751 108 485* 

300 113 317 119 328 
Outflow 79 1049 32 481 

*Post Detention    
 
 
Drainage Improvement Costs 
 
Cost opinions for the proposed drainage improvements within the Town proper were developed and 
are discussed in the following paragraphs. Once improvements are constructed within the Town, a 
channel will be needed to convey flows from the Town north to the Platte River. The cost of this 
conveyance feature has not been determined, as it will depend upon the size, route and number of 
road crossings. Also, not included in these estimated costs of improvements are land acquisition 
costs to construct the improvements. Discussions of drainage improvement costs to the south and 
east of US -85 and the Union Pacific Railroad tracks are found in a later subsection.  
 
 
Detention/Retention Facilities 
 
Two alternatives are recommended for detention in Basin 200, necessary to reduce future developed 
discharge to manageable rates to an outfall location, The first alternative would require that each new 
development provide its own detention facilities. The second alternative would be to construct one 
regional detention pond. A regional detention pond has the advantages of being centralized, easier to 
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maintain, more cost effective to construct and can be constructed in conjunction with open space and 
parks land uses. The cost of constructing a regional pond can be dealt with in many ways as 
discussed in the following sections of this document. The following table lists the opinion of cost to 
construct the 50-acre-foot regional detention pond option, that would be required for this basin. 
 
Regional or on-site retention facilities can be constructed in place of detention ponds, but generally 
require a larger capacity and land area than detention facilities. Their advantages are that they do not 
require an outfall and rely on evaporation and infiltration to eventually reduce their volume. During the 
wetter periods of the year, however, they will typically have standing water for extended periods of 
time. Cost to construct retention ponds are on the order of approximately 150 percent of the cost to 
construct a Detention Pond due to the requirements for additional volume. 
 
 

50 AF Regional Detention Pond  Opinion of Costs for Basin 200 
Item Description Quantity Units Unit Cost Subtotal 

1 Channel Excavation 81000 cy  $          3   $     243,000  
2 Backfill 5000 cy  $          4   $       20,000  
3 Riprap 600 cy  $        50   $       30,000  
4 Outlet Structure 1 ls  $  10,000   $       10,000  
5 Reseeding 5 ac  $    2,000   $       10,000  
6 Erosion Control 1 ls   $    5,000   $         5,000  
7 Mobilization (5%) 1 ls  $  16,000   $       16,000  

Subtotal Construction Items  $     334,000  
Contingency (20%)   $      67,000  

Engineering and CM (15%)   $      51,000  
Total Project Cost         $     452,000  

 
 
 
Conveyance Channel/Culverts 
 
Conveyance facilities such as channels or storm drainage culverts will be required to convey 
discharge from either the on-site or regional detention ponds to an ultimate outfall location. It should 
be noted that these structures will also help to reduce some of the impacts of the floodplain, by 
providing local outfall locations for local discharge of stormwater within the Town. Two conveyance 
options have been proposed for the Town proper. Option 1 is to route a drainage channel from the 
sump area at Eleventh and Starbird, east along Eleventh, north along Elm, east along Twelfth, north 
along Birch, crossing under CR-42 where it can be routed behind the football field. From this location 
stormwater water can be discharged into a detention or retention pond and in the case of a detention 
pond a channel can be continued to the north to convey the attenuated discharge to the South Platte 
River or other water receiving facility. Cost opinions for this option are as follows: 
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Option 1: Channel through Town Opinion of Cost   

Item Description Quantity Units Unit Cost Subtotal 
1 Channel Excavation 69000 cy  $          3   $     207,000  
2 Backfill 5000 cy  $          4   $       20,000  
3 Riprap 2700 cy  $        50   $     135,000  
4 16'x5' Box Culvert 300 lf  $      800   $     240,000  
5 Reseeding 5 ac  $    2,000   $       10,000  
6 Erosion Control 1 ls   $    5,000   $         5,000  
7 Mobilization (5%) 1 ls  $  31,000   $       31,000  

Subtotal Construction Items  $     648,000  
Contingency (20%)   $     130,000  

Engineering and CM (15%)   $      98,000  
Total Project Cost      $     876,000  

 
Note: Does not include land acquisition or excess fill removal. We assume excess soil can be 
stockpiled and/or reused.  
 
 
 
A second option is to use a culvert to carry the flow over a portion of the route. The use of pipes or 
culverts generally becomes more economical as the channel reaches a depth of 10-12 feet or more 
and the top width increases, requiring more land acquisition. Option 2 is to route the channel north 
from Starbird and Eleventh where the flow would then enter a culvert from Twelfth Street and 
continue to the north under CR-42. North of CR-42 the flow would then be conveyed by channel flow 
once again, and continue to behind the football field as in Option 1. Cost opinions for this option are 
as follows:  
 

Option 2: Culvert and Channel Opinion of Cost    
Item Description Quantity Units Unit Cost Subtotal 

1 Excavation 10000 cy  $          3   $       30,000  
2 Backfill 5000 cy  $          4   $       20,000  
3 16'x5' Box Culvert 1300 lf  $      800   $  1,040,000  
4 Riprap 1300 cy  $        50   $       65,000  
5 Reseeding 1 ac  $    2,000   $         2,000  
6 Erosion Control 1 ls   $    5,000   $         5,000  
7 Mobilization (5%) 1 ls  $  59,000   $       59,000  

Subtotal Construction Items  $  1,221,000  
Contingency (20%)   $     245,000  
Engineering and CM (15%)   $     184,000  
Total Project Cost      $  1,650,000  

 
Note: Does not include land acquisition or excess fill removal. We assume excess soil can be 
stockpiled and/or reused.  
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Costs for Proposed Drainage Improvements Southeast of US-85 
 
Costs to implement future drainage improvements to the south and east of US 85 will be strongly 
dependent upon the amount of upstream detention that can be provided, which will in turn reduce the 
size and cost of the downstream conveyance structures. Principal downstream conveyance 
structures include the main conveyance channel and culverts that will be required under each of the 
roadway crossings. Due to the 23-square mile area that comprises the tributary drainage basin, the 
existing discharge along the southeast side of US-85 is estimated to be on the order of 2,000 cfs. If 
this magnitude of discharge were left undetained, to convey the discharge to the north would require 
an excessively large channel cross-section and culverts. 
 
As an example, to reduce the existing discharge from the contributing drainage basins by one-half to 
1,000 cfs, it is estimated that a detention pond of approximately 200-acre feet capacity would be 
required. The cost to construct such a pond is estimated to range from $1,000,000 to $1,500,000, not 
including land acquisition, engineering, construction management, and contingency costs. The cost of 
constructing adequately sized culverts at each roadway crossing is estimated to range between 
$40,000 and $50,000 per crossing, while channel construction costs from CR 29 to CR42 are 
estimated to range on the order of $500,000, not including land acquisition, engineering, construction 
management, and contingency costs. Because the 23-square mile drainage basin is situated within 
Weld County, the majority of which is located outside of the Town’s Growth Area, potential flooding 
from this area can be considered a regional drainage problem, and may also affect other communities 
along the US-85 corridor. This problem has been discussed with Weld County’s Engineering Staff, 
who have expressed an interest in discussing this issue further with the Town’s Staff. 
 
 

Implementation Plan 
 

Plan Evaluation 
 
To promote the construction of the drainage improvements as funding becomes available, 
implementation priorities will need to be established and an implementation plan developed. The 
implementation and phasing of the drainage improvements are dependent on several factors. The 
factors described below are recommended to be utilized to establish the priority of implementation for 
the improvements. 
 

• Improvements that reduce the health and safety hazards to the public and vehicular 
traffic were considered the highest priority. 

 
• Improvements to areas likely to incur the most flood damages were considered to be the 

next highest priority. 
 
• Construction phasing of adjacent improvements was considered. For example, improving 

a culvert crossing may significantly reduce flood damage upstream of the crossing; 
however, the downstream channel must be improved in conjunction with the roadway 
crossing to prevent an increase in flood damages on the downstream property. 

 
 
Recommended Plan 
 
It is recommended that a proactive approach be taken to facilitate the administration of the 
implementation plan and the construction of the improvements. Identifying an organizational entity 
that will administer the implementation of the plans is a vital first step in the process. In addition, 
selection of a funding mechanism and identification of alternative funding sources is equally 
important. 
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Obstacles that hinder the implementation of the comprehensive plans are frequently encountered; in 
many instances these obstacles could have been addressed or considered much earlier in the 
planning process. Consequently, administration of the plan should provide immediate consideration 
of: (a) acquisition of property, easements and rights-of-way necessary to construct proposed 
improvements; and (b) identification of potential utility conflicts that will require resolution prior to 
construction of the improvements. 
 
 

Funding and Financing Alternatives 
 
This section presents a summary of the alternatives available for funding/financing the proposed 
improvements identified earlier in this section. The information provided in this document specifically 
focuses on the mechanisms or entities typically responsible for the administration of the stormwater 
improvement program and potential funding/financing alternatives. 
 
 

Mechanism or Entity 
 
To fund and implement the improvements identified in the master drainage plan, certain mechanisms 
will need to be utilized or an entity will need to be formed to administer, operate and manage the 
implementation of the improvements identified in the plan. The information below briefly describes the 
more common mechanisms used and entities which have been previously formed to complete these 
tasks. 
 
 
Cooperation via Intergovernmental Agreements 

 
This mechanism will involve the integration of efforts by the various jurisdictions through 
intergovernmental agreements. The agreements may create a board or commission, consisting of 
representatives of each jurisdiction, for the purpose of coordinating the implementation of the 
drainage plan. These alternatives may include monthly user fees, taxes, development fees, etc. 
Assessments/taxes levied by any jurisdiction will require support of the public through the voting 
process. Given the number of jurisdictions and the fact that each jurisdiction will be solely 
responsible for the selection of its funding/financing alternative, an equitable means of generating 
revenue to implement, administer, and manage the improvements may be difficult to achieve. An 
alternative to this mechanism may be to have the responsibility assumed by an existing entity, 
such as the one of the regional municipalities. 
 
 

County Public Improvement District 
 
A County Public Improvement District (CPID) may be created for the purpose of constructing, 
installing, acquiring, operating, or maintaining drainage improvements within the CPID. A CPID 
must be approved by a majority of the district’s electors. It has perpetual existence and may sue 
and be sued. The Board of County Commissioners acts as the CPID Board. A CPID has the 
authority to levy and collect ad valorum taxes against all property within the district and the 
authority of eminent domain. A CPID may issue bonds upon approval by the district’s electors. 
 
 

Local Improvement District 
 
A Local Improvement District (LID) may be formed to fund specific drainage improvements 
through assessments against those properties benefited by the improvements or by the levy of a 
sales tax. A LID is not generally intended to pay for operation and maintenance costs (unless a 
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sales tax is levied in part for that purpose). Because a LID is typically formed to fund 
improvements, this may cause difficulties in finding support for its formation. Support for a sales 
tax levied within a LID must be obtained through the voting process. The County has the authority 
to issue special assessment bonds on behalf of a LID. A LID must be dissolved by the County 
upon completion of the improvements and repayment of the bonds (if any). 
 
 

Drainage District 
 
A drainage district may be created under Article 20, Title 37 of the Colorado Revised Statutes to 
provide for funding and management of drainage improvements for “lands not at present 
cultivatable or useful or fully so”, (C.R.S. § 37-20-101). The district must be formed through the 
election process. The district would have its own elected board of directors and would have 
perpetual existence. It also could be used to fund operations and maintenance. Although a 
drainage district would be established to drain agricultural lands, municipalities may be included 
within the district upon petition of the majority of landowners in such municipality. A drainage 
district may make assessments according to the benefits received. Bonds may be issued upon 
approval by the district’s electors. 
 
In summary, a mechanism should be used or an entity formed to administer and implement the 
drainage improvements to ensure: (a) the longevity of the improvements; (b) adequate, stable, 
and equitable funding for the stormwater improvements program; and (c) the flexibility to modify 
or revise the stormwater improvements program, as necessary. 
 
 

Funding/Financing Methods 
 
There are several financing and funding methods/sources available to the jurisdictions participating in 
this master planning effort. The primary funding and financing methods  are presented and discussed 
below. 
 
 
Monthly User Fees 

 
Similar to fees associated with water and sanitary sewer facilities, this fee is essentially a service 
charge for the construction of capital improvements associated with stormwater management. 
The fee also incorporates the long-term operation and maintenance associated with the 
improvements. The difference between water and sanitary sewer charges and storm water 
services charges, is the basis of measurement employed for setting rates. The typical basis of 
storm water fees is the runoff production potential of a particular property. Typically, a uniform fee 
is identified for all single family residences (based on size) while industrial, commercial and multi-
family sites are considered on an individual basis. Revenue bonds can be utilized for facility 
construction, purchase of equipment, or other major capital outlays. The revenue bonds are 
backed by revenues generated from the monthly user fees. 
 
 

System Development/Basin Drainage Fees or Payments 
 
Pursuant to C.R.S. § 30-28-133, these fees or payments are used in conjunction with other 
funding methods (i.e. monthly user fees) to balance financial participation in the cost of service 
and facilities. These fees or payments provide a funding mechanism through which subdividers 
share in the cost of drainage facilities in the drainage basin in which the subdivision is located. 
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Special Assessments 
 
Several methods of levying special assessments on benefited properties have been used for 
stormwater and flood control improvements. Projects funded through special assessments must 
have a special benefit to the properties included in the assessment area and charges for each 
parcel must be consistent with the relative benefit to each property. Special assessment 
mechanisms are most often used for small local projects since they localize the cost of projects 
which serve a limited area and a limited constituency. 
 

Mill Levy/Taxes 
 
This method involves an assessment on all property owners based on the assessed value of the 
property. Taxes are primarily intended as revenue generators, and can be tied to specific 
stormwater improvements. Assessments/taxes levied by the various jurisdictions will require 
support of the public through the voting process. 
 
 

Secondary Funding and Financing Sources 
 
Secondary funding and financing sources should also be identified to supplement any or all of the 
sources described above. These sources may not provide a continuous revenue stream but offer 
funds on a periodic basis to construct specific capital improvements associated with stormwater 
management plans. As a minimum, these sources include monies available from Energy Impact 
Funds, loans/grants available through the Colorado Water Conservancy Board, Enhancement Funds 
available through the Colorado Department of Transportation, and Community Development Block 
Grants (CDBG). 
 
In summary, the mechanism selected should include revenues generated from multiple sources to 
ensure the comprehensive stormwater management program is realized. The method or mix of 
methods will be directly related to the longevity, sufficiency, and equitability of the funding mechanism 
and the costs associated with implementation, operation and management of the capital 
improvements. 
 
 
Policy/Floodplain Adoption 
 
As part of the Comprehensive Plan Update, Master Drainage Plan, a floodplain has been established. 
Upon adoption by resolution by the Planning Commission and ratification by the Board of Trustees, 
the Comprehensive Plan Update will become an advisory document. The implications of this are that 
any proposed development will need to adhere to all Town codes that are applicable to development 
in or adjacent to a floodplain. See Chapter 17 of the Gilcrest Municipal Code, Section 17-119, 
Stormwater Drainage and Floodplains. 
 
The next step after adoption of the Comprehensive Plan and Master Drainage Plan is  to submit to 
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). FEMA will review the floodplain and all the 
associated technical data and provide comments back to the Town. Additional information may be 
required that is beyond the scope of work for the Master Drainage Plan, including additional mapping 
and surveys. The initial review by FEMA can take 18-36 months. Once the floodplain is formally 
approved by FEMA, a Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) will be issued.  
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IV. Infrastructure Resources 
 

Weld County Public Works Department 
1111 H Street 
Greeley, CO  80632 
(970) 356-4000 x 3750 
 
Funding Sources for Infrastructure Improvement Projects: 
 
Natural Resources Conservation Service 
 (970) 330-0380 
www.co.nrcs.usda.gov 
 
Colorado Water Conservancy District 
(970) 330-4540 
www.ccwcd.org 
 
Colorado Water Conservation Board 
Small Project Loan Program 
(Rehabilitation of existing facilities) 
(303) 894-2571 
Contact: John Van Sciver 
 
Colorado Water Resources and Power Development Authority 
(303) 830-1550 
Contact: Mike Brod ext. 15 
www.cwrpda.com 
 
Department of Local Affairs – Technical Assistance Program 
(303) 866-2156 
Contact: Eric Bergman 
www.dola.state.co.us/SmartGrowth/cip.htm 
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PPuubblliicc  FFaacciilliittiieess  aanndd  SSeerrvviicceess  EElleemmeenntt  
 
 
The Public Facilities and Services Element includes those functions that are integral to support existing 
and planned land uses and population growth in Gilcrest. Consideration must be given to develop public 
facilities and services to meet current demands, while preparing for increased demand or these facilities 
and services as the Town grows. 
 
 
I. Existing Settings 
 

Government Facilities 
 
The existing government buildings, including the Town Hall and Post Office, are located either on 
Main Street or near Main Street. Town government employees include a Town Clerk, assistant Town 
Clerk, Public Works Foreman, and Recreation Director. To help maintain a strong downtown core, 
any new civic buildings should be located in downtown. 
 
 
Police Facilities and Services  
 
The Gilcrest Police Department consists of four full-time officers. For emergency assistance to 
support these officers, there is a cooperative agreement with the police departments in Platteville, 
LaSalle, and Milliken, and a mutual aid agreement with Weld County. The police headquarters are in 
the Gilcrest Town Hall. 
 
 
Fire Facilities and Services 
 
Fire protection is provided by the Platteville/Gilcrest Volunteer Fire District, which is staffed by 46 
volunteer firefighters, one full-time district chief, one full-time fire prevention officer, and one full time 
operations chief. Fire protection is through a special district and is not part of either Platteville or 
Gilcrest Town Government. The Fire Station is currently located on Main Street between Birch and 
Elm Street; however they are in the planning stages of building a new fire station in town. The Fire 
Department sees growth in both Gilcrest and Platteville, and is working on filling the anticipated 
needs to serve this growth.  
 
 
Medical Facilities and Services 
 
There are no medical facilities in Gilcrest. The closest primary care facility is at the North Colorado 
Medical Center in Greeley, which provides both emergency services and inpatient/outpatient 
services. 
 
 
School District 
 
The Weld County RE-l School District includes Gilcrest, Platteville, and LaSalle. Elementary schools 
are located in each of these towns, middle schools are in both LaSalle and Platteville, and the high 
school is located in Gilcrest. The School District Administrative Office is located at the northeast 
corner of County Road 42 and Country Road 31. Gilcrest has an Intergovernmental Agreement with 
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the school district regarding land dedication or cash in lieu of land during the subdivision process to 
help cover costs of providing school facilities. 
 
Gilcrest Elementary, located on Birch Street north of the high school, had an enrollment of 235 in the 
fall of 2003, with a maximum capacity of 340 students. It is anticipated that the new subdivisions of 
Pelican Lakes and Country Meadows, when built out, will increase the enrollment at the elementary 
school by 393 students, for a total of 628 elementary-age students. 

 
Middle school students in Gilcrest attend either 
North Valley Middle School in LaSalle or South 
Valley Middle School in Platteville. 
 
Valley High School, located on Birch Street and 
Eighth Street, had 602 students enrolled in the fall of 
2003, with a maximum capacity of 714 students. 
Student population from Pelican Lakes and Country 
Meadows, at build-out, will increase to 799, which is 
85 students over current capacity.  
 
Total lot area of school district property within 
Gilcrest Town limits, including the athletic stadium 
and the gym, is 60.3 acres. This is 13.4% of the total 
land area within the Town. 

 
 
Parks and Recreation 
 
Open space in Gilcrest consists of a Municipal Park and a baseball/softball field. The parks are 
centrally located and easily accessible. The Municipal Park is used for the Town Easter Egg Hunt and 
is available for parties. The baseball/softball field is the site of the annual Gilcrest Daze and is also 
rented for parties. 
 
The Town of Gilcrest has a Recreation Department, totally funded by the Town. The Department 
coordinates softball, soccer, volleyball, and basketball games, as well as nutrition, sewing, cooking, 
and drama classes. The Recreation Department uses the Municipal Park and ballfield, as well as 
various school district buildings and grounds.  
 
The Recreation Department has expressed the need for a recreation center that would house a gym 
for practice for the various team sports, a workout room, and various classrooms. They also have 
stated that they would like more baseball/softball fields and soccer fields that could be shared with the 
school district. During the telephone survey, residents placed a high priority on the need for a teen 
center. 
 
 
Other Public Facilities and Services 
 
There is no library in Gilcrest, but the Bookmobile visits from Greeley every other week during the 
school year. 
 
During the telephone survey, a senior meals program was ranked as a “high priority” activity that 
should be undertaken in the next five years. 
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II. Public Facilities Action Plan 
 

Public Facilities Goals and Objectives 
 

Goal #1 Develop public facilities that are adequate in terms of 
location, size, and services offered. 

 
Objective: Locate all public facilities in the downtown core of Gilcrest. 
 

Policy 1.1: Identify sites and/or existing buildings in the downtown core that could 
function as future government buildings. 

 
Objective: Improve public safety services.  
 

Policy 1.2 Pursue funding through state and federal agencies for additional police 
and fire personnel and equipment.  
 

Policy 1.3: Explore adopting impact fees by which new development helps pay for 
the increased demands on city public safety services. 
 

Policy 1.4: Continue to work cooperatively with the police and fire departments to 
ensure that they can adequately serve any proposed development. 

 
Policy 1.5:   Develop a senior meals program to serve all eligible residents. 

 
Objective: Improve local health care options.  
 

Policy 1.6: Encourage development of local health care options. Consider working 
cooperatively with Platteville to establish a conveniently located clinic for 
non-emergency care. 

 
Objective: Develop recreational facilities to meet the Town’s needs.  
 

Policy 1.7: The Town should explore funding for purchase of land for a recreation 
center. 

 
Policy 1.8: Review Municipal Code requirements for impact fees for parks and open 

space on new development and adjust as appropriate to meet the 
recreational needs of the Town. 

 
Policy 1.9: Explore funding through Great Outdoors Colorado (GOCO) Trust Fund 

for acquisition of land for recreation facilities. GOCO funding includes 
Local Government Grants and Planning and Capacity Building 
Programs. 

 
Policy 1.10: The Town should consider formation of a Recreation District, perhaps in 

cooperation with Platteville or LaSalle. 
 
Policy 1.11: New subdivisions should provide pedestrian walkways connecting all 

new lots to parks, whether internal or external to the subdivision. 
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Goal #2: The Town should continue to support the school district 
and help them meet future growth needs. 

 
Objective: Continue to uphold the IGA between the school district and Gilcrest. 
 

Policy 1.12:  Review the IGA with Weld County School District RE-1 every five years. 
 
 
III. Public Facilities and Services Resources 

 
Great Outdoors Colorado Trust Fund 
1600 Broadway, Suite 1650 
Denver, CO  80202 
(303) 863-7522 
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OOiill  AAnndd  GGaass  EElleemmeenntt  
 
 
Gilcrest lies in the heart of some of the richest oil and natural gas fields in the United States. According to 
industry estimates, the Denver-Julesburg Basin, as it is known, has enough natural gas and oil deposits 
to continue producing extractable resources for hundreds of years to come.  

 
As a result, oil and gas wells and their storage 
batteries are ubiquitous in and around the Town of 
Gilcrest. Nearly every developable well site allowed by 
State and Federal regulations has been developed 
within the Town limits, and within its Urban Growth 
Area. There are approximately 107 well sites within 
the Town’s Urban Growth Area, of which all but less 
than ten are actively producing. 
 
Oil and gas exploration and production in the Denver-
Julesburg Basin began in the 1970s and has 
continued to grow in volume and intensity ever since. 
Historically, interaction between oil and gas production 
activities and surface development interests in this 
region has been limited, given the relatively sparse 
population and vast land areas. The most common 

interaction has been with agricultural uses. Over time, unofficial standards of development have been 
established for natural resource extraction activities in agricultural lands. Access roads and connection 
pipelines typically run in the direction of and parallel to irrigation lines and crop rows, which allows both 
uses to proceed harmoniously with little adverse interaction. 
 
However, as urban development expands into these regions, and towns such as Gilcrest begin to grow 
more rapidly, more serious issues arise between surface and subsurface development interests. For 
instance, significant health and safety issues exist when residential and commercial land uses come into 
close proximity with these oil and gas extraction facilities. Quality of life concerns also become an issue 
for the residents of towns with oil and gas facilities operating near more urban development. Among these 
issues are:  
 

• The Town’s current ability to provide adequate fire protection and emergency medical 
services in oil and gas well related emergency situations,  

• Personal safety of those living and working in direct proximity to individual wellheads 
and storage facilities, 

• Damage to the Town’s existing unpaved road network caused by emergency vehicles, 
as well as maintenance and tanker trucks which utilize the local road system to get to 
the tanks and wells they service,  

• Odors, dust, noise and vibration associated with these trucks and the wells and 
storage tanks they service, and 

• Visual aesthetics of the extraction facilities themselves. 
 

Exhibit:   Oil and Gas Well Location Map 
 
 
I. Oil and Gas Existing Setting 
 
Oil and gas wells and their storage facilities permeate the Town of Gilcrest and its Urban Growth Area. 
Mostly located in vacant agricultural lands, recent surface development on the outskirts of town has 
begun to bring these facilities onto the urban radar screen. In anticipation of surface development 
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continuing to move outward, the Town must be prepared to mitigate the potential impacts between 
surface and subsurface development interests. 
 
Moreover, a network of underground pipelines runs between the wellheads and their storage batteries. 
These pipelines are buried shallow in the ground (usually between 36” and 50” deep), and are largely 
unmapped. A still larger network of regional collection pipelines runs underground from individual well 
sites to several regional collection facilities located throughout the area. These lines too are buried in 
shallow ground.  
 
The existence of these pipelines is significant because their location will become a critical issue as 
surface development pressures increase in the area. These pipeline networks should be mapped out and 
available for reference in order to inform future planning and development activities. 
 
Because the Town has not yet experienced significant development interest in proximity to any existing 
wells or storage facilities, there has not been an impetus to address issues related to surface and 
subsurface development, such as development standards for surface development located near mineral 
extraction facilities. However, it is important to plan for this situation, as it will inevitably occur as Gilcrest 
continues to grow. 
 
The State of Colorado, through the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission (COGCC), has 
adopted general safety regulations for drilling operations occurring in populated areas 1. These guidelines 
state that when drilling a well in a populated area: 
 

• The well shall be a minimum of 150’ from any surface property line, when reasonably 
possible; 

• The wellhead shall be a minimum distance of 150’ from any occupied building, public 
road, major above ground utility line or railroad (generally 1.5 times the height of a drilling 
mast); and 

• The minimum setback from an outside activity area shall be 350’. 
 

The oil companies also have similar (though unofficial) development standards they recommend surface 
development located near their extraction facilities follow. These recommendations stem from the oil 
companies’ experience with wellhead and tank battery operation and maintenance activities. The principle 
issues to consider are (a) access to the well site, (b) underground facilities, (c) maintenance, and (d) 
blowout. 
 
Together, the oil companies’ recommendations and the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation 
Commission’s rules, paraphrased above, provide a basis from which the Town of Gilcrest can craft 
development standards for new surface developments that are located in close proximity to existing 
subsurface developments.  
 
 

Access 
 
Access to the wellhead and storage batteries is important and must be maintained. Drilling 
companies have the right to access their wells, and do so on a regular basis. Surface developments 
must be planned to accommodate this requirement. 
 
 
Underground Facilities 
 
Pipelines run underground between wellheads, storage batteries, and into regional access lines. 
These underground pipelines are relatively shallow, but are not mapped by the oil companies. Any 

                                                 
1 For actual Rule language, see Section 603 of COGCC’s Rules and Regulations at www.oil-gas.state.co.us  
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surface development being proposed in the vicinity of a wellhead or storage facility should be made 
aware of these underground facilities, and be required to mitigate the impact of the proposed 
development on the well, storage facility, or connecting pipeline or flow line (that which connects to 
the regional collection network).  
 
 
Maintenance 
 
Surface development must also take into account the area of disturbance, should maintenance ever 
need to be performed. While this is a rare occurrence, it can never be ruled out. In general, the area 
that is disturbed when maintenance work is performed equals roughly one acre around the well site, 
or about a 120-foot radius. Everything on the surface and shallow underground within this area would 
have to be removed, including buildings, roads, infrastructure, and landscaping. 
 
 
Blowouts 
 
Blowouts refer to the very rare but occasional occurrence of pressure control failure in the well or 
storage facility itself. Any surface development must account for safety with regard to this unlikely (but 
possible) event. 
 
 

II. Oil and Gas Action Plan 
 

Oil and Gas Goals and Objectives 
 

Goal #1: Mitigate the impacts between subsurface and surface 
development activity. 

 
Objective: Create development standards and requirements for surface development 

located near oil and gas facilities that promote safety, coordination, and/or 
cooperation between land developers and affected oil and gas companies  

 
Policy 1.1:  Amend the zoning map to establish an overlay district identifying oil and 

gas well impact zones. 
 
Policy 1.2:  Amend the zoning code to establish development standards and 

requirements for surface development proposed within oil and gas well 
impact zones. Included in these standards should be at least: 

• Minimum setback requirements 
• Buffering requirements 
• Landscaping guidelines 
• Access requirements 
• Referral agreements with local oil companies operating in town 
• Standard language for Annexation and Development 

Agreements absolving the Town of any liability associated with 
damage to or from surface and subsurface developments 

 
Policy 1.3: Amend the subdivision regulations to establish requirements for 

subdividers of property within oil and gas impact zones to locate and 
map all underground pipelines 

 
Policy 1.4:  Develop a master plan of all individual underground pipelines 
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Policy 1.5:  Work closely with local oil and gas companies to ensure that new 
development of and/or maintenance to existing oil and gas facilities be 
carried out in accordance with applicable Federal and State guidelines, 
and with minimal impact to Town residents. 

 
Objective:  Encourage aesthetic improvements to extraction facilities when surface 

development is proposed within 300 feet of mineral extraction facilities.  
 

Policy 1.6:  Work closely with local oil and gas companies to establish acceptable 
aesthetic improvements to individual facilities that will enhance their 
appearance, while not hampering their utility. 

 
Policy 1.7:  Establish an acceptable methodology to require development proposals 

to fund and implement aesthetic improvements to individual extraction 
facilities as part of their development approval. 

 
Objective: Mitigate the impact of oil and gas development on local emergency service 

providers  
 

Policy 1.8:  Identify funding opportunities for emergency service professionals to 
receive specialized training and have specialized equipment on hand.  

 
Policy 1.9:  Research partnership opportunities with adjacent jurisdictions and 

districts to offset the cost of training and equipment. 
 
 
III. Oil and Gas Resources  

 
Development Companies operating in or near Gilcrest 
 
Merit Energy 
1313 North Denver Avenue, Building #3 
Ft. Lupton, CO 80621 
(303) 857-6766 
 
Petroleum Development Corporation 
2970 29th Street, Unit #8 
Greeley, CO 80631 
(970) 506-9272 
 
 
Gathering Companies operating near Gilcrest 
 
Aka Energy 
1675 Larimer Street, Suite 623 
Denver, CO 80202 
(720) 946-0244 
 
Duke Energy 
370 17th Street Suite 900 
Denver, CO 80202 
(303) 595-3331 
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Kerr-McGee 
635 N 7th Street 
Brighton, CO 80601 
(303)659-5922 
 
Encana 
1313 Denver Ave Bldg #1 
Ft Lupton, CO 80621 
(303) 659-7740 
 
 
Other Useful Agencies 
 
Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission 
1120 Lincoln Street, Suite 801 
Denver, CO 80203 
(303) 894-2100 
www.oil-gas.state.co.us 
 
Public Utilities Commission 
1580 Logan Street OL 2 
Denver, CO 80203 
(303) 894-2070 
 
Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment 
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South 
Denver, CO 80246-1530 
(303) 692-2035 
 
Colorado Geological Survey 
Department of Natural Resources 
1313 Sherman Street, Room 715 
(303) 866-2611 

 


